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At present, there exists a great need for facilities to accommodate
large conventions in the southeastern section of the United States. It is my
intent in undertaking my sixth-year terminal project to investigate the
feasibility and potential of a convention center with the prime emphasis on
a convention hotel in the peninsular portion of Charleston, South Carolina.
Conventions were established the first time a group of people gathered

I

together with a common interest. As population and technology and knowledge have grown, so has the need for conventions and the diversification
of their functions. A pooling together of knowledge among contemporaries
for personal and public benefit is essential in our specialized world today,
and will remain necessary as long as our economically based society exists.
In providing adequate facilities for convention gatherings, a strong
stimulus for technological, economic, and social development among
participants is produced. This in turn acts as a catalyst for the improvement
and upgrading of the area in which the foci Ii ti es are located.
A convention center is by definition a place of multi-use spaces,
adaptable to numerous types of functions as well as types of people. The
flexibility of such a center allows not only for an efficient and beneficial

3
convention gathering, but for everyday utilization by local citizens as well.
Therefore, the facility may maintain continuous usage year around, which
produces optimum financial returns on dollars invested.
The establishment of convention centers produces many side effects.
The increase in traffic flow often calls for a revamping and new provisions
for local transportation systems. The periodic increase in population opens
new markets for commercial establishments. Stimulated tourism requires
new recreational and cultural facilities for leisure-time activities, as
well as new regulations and laws to govern such activities. The ultimate
result of this development is a general increase in land values and economic
status for the entire area.
In conclusion, I believe Charleston is an ideal site for the location of
a convention/hotel complex in that it offers the natural, recreational,
historical, and commercial amenities necessary for a successful center of
this sort. The development of such a complex would in turn upgrade and
stimulate the Charleston area.
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INTRODUCTION .

The convention as it exists today is an integral and important element
in the structure of society. It not only allows for an open assimilation of
knowledge among groups, but also provides a strong social and economical
impetus to areas in which it occurs. The provision of efficient and entertaining facilities for convention activities ultimately results in general
benefits to all concerned.
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HISTORY

The need for organization among men dates back to prehistoric times.
The early Greeks were the first to recognize and utilize assembly as an
efficient method of organization in a democratic society. The physical
expression of this assembly, or convention, resulted in open-air theaters
such as the Hirodes Atticus and the Theatre of Dionysos at the base of the
Acropolis. This concept evolved into such sophisticated structures as the
Forum and the Colosseum during Roman times.
While the idea of assembly and the provision of space for them is an
ancient one, the convention as we know it today actually originated during
the Industrial Revolution. With the development of mass production, a need
for unity and organization arose among the vast labor, administration, and
sales forces that emerged. The convention was then formed to strengthen
these groups internally as well as to share and spread specialized knowledge.
When this knowledge led to universal conflicts among nations, and the great
world wars began, a necessity for international conventions became apparent.
. The structures that have been erected specifically to house convention
activities are many and varied and have evolved into a building type today
known as a civic center.

8
The major criterion for the civic center is flexibility -- the ability to
accommodate many varied types .of activities within a single framework.
Along with the development of the convention, the need for lodging
for participants also arose. Accommodations which were efficient and
convenient to the centers of activity have resulted in the convention hotel.
In many cases, these hotels have actually become the centers for the convention itself.

9

CONVENTION CENTERS

In considering development of a convention site, several crucial
aspects should be investigated, and many questions answered. Two major
points must be established prior to any planning: 1) analysis of the convention clientele and their needs; 2) style or manner of meeting.
The conventioneer has as many variations as there are types of conventions. Therefore, a tremendous range of activities and amenities should
be available to insure a flexible and successful convention center. The
following should be evaluated in the preliminary stages of planning a convention facility:
1)

ls the group interested in sightseeing?

2)

Are recreation and sports major considerations?

3)

What type of atmosphere is preferred, city or resort?

4)

Is nightlife an important factor?

5)

ls the convention a starting point for post-convention
tours or vacations?

.6)

Does the location of the convention meet the economic
interests of the group(s)?

1

10

The type of convention is of extreme importance in determining what
sort of facilities will be needed. The need for exhibit spaces and ways of
servicing them should be established. Also, the objectives of the meetings
are deciding factors in considering if the site should be "self-contained"
2
with few distractions or a mixture of work and fun.
Ideally, a convention center should have complete flexibility, enobiing efficient and adequate accommodations to any and all types of
groups. The following points should be investigated according to the
specific needs of the conventions:
1)

General condition of hotels and auditoriums.

2)

Hotel accommodations and service.

3)

Number, size, and type of meeting rooms (convenience
for audio-visual use, etc.).

4)

Transportation facilities -- frequency, convenience, etc.

5)

Exhibit space.

6)

Facilities, equipment, services -- what hotel, convention bureau, and/or outside sources will supply.

11

Meeting Facilities
The provision of adequate and comfortable meeting spaces is the
single most important factor in convention planning. Many seemingly minor
points, such as speaker focus, accessibility of restrooms, traffic flow, audiovisual facilities, and food/beverage service, must be considered and planned
3
for to insure a successful and efficient conference.
Since flexibility is of utmost concern in convention meeting areas,
every effort should be made to provide portable and easily stored equipment.

Food and Beverage Services
There are several types of food/beverage activities involved in every
convention, each with a different atmosphere and specific need. Since the
size and type of function determine the room size, spaces should be
extremely flexible.
Types of functions are banquets, luncheons, breakfasts, cocktail
parties, hospitality suites, and coffee breaks.

12
Hospitality suites are best when they are small enough for intimacy.
They should be kept away from the main flow of hotel traffic so that uninvited persons are not tempted to join your guests.

4

A room separate from the dining area should be arranged for cocktail
parties where possible. It is easier to break up a cocktail party when

5
guests must move to some other room for dinner.

13

CASE STUDY

The efficient planning of a successful convention center entails a
thorough study of all conditions of the city in which it is located. The
following case study investigates the city of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina,
the successes and failures it has had as a convention center, and the reasons
'for them.
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Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
The city of Myrtle Beach is a growing, prospering city whose total
economy is based on tourist trade. It offers many of the same amenities that
the city of Charleston possesses, in differing degrees. While Myrtle Beach
is of no historical importance, it has nonetheless capitalized on and
exploited its beaches and water-related facilities.
In an attempt to determine what elements and systems work together
to produce a working profitable tourist-oriented economy, the following
study of Myrtle Beach was undertaken. Myrtle Beach was selected due to
its basic similarities to Charleston, such as climate, proximity, types of
clientele, size, types of activities available, and state governmental
structure.

Growth of Myrtle Beach
The major growth of "The Beach" has occurred in the last ten years,
but the real boom occurred from 1970 to 1973. Building permits for the
City of Myrtle Beach grew from $7 .0 million in 1970 to $49 .4 in 1973,
and the total value of taxable property in the city increased 272% in the
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five-year period from 1969 through 1973. This growth parallels the
growth on Hilton Head Island for the same period. From 1970 to 1973,
building permits went from $7 .1 million to $47 .2 million on Hilton Head
Island. The graphs which follow illustrate the growth at Myrtle Beach.
The city of Myrtle Beach has grown from 3,400 permanent residents
in 1950 to 9,550 permanent residents in 1970. It is estimated that permanent
residents currently number approximately 12,000.
The entire grandstand area currently has a permanent population of
approximately 41,000 with a peak population that ranges between
200,000 - 250,000. The peak population in 1972 was 212,000.
The grandstand area property tax structure is attractive to development.
Real estate is assessed at 5% of its market value and current millage rates
are • 184 within the city limits and .096 in Horry County, outside city

•

limits. These rates compare favorably to the Charleston area where property
is assessed at 5.7% of market value and millage rates vary from .312 within
the city of Charleston to • 172 in the county.
The economy of Myrtle Beach is totally dominated by the tourist
industry. It is estimated that in 1973, 65% of the civilian labor force in the

16

area was employed in retail trade, entertainment, recreation, and personal
services. The Horry-Georgetown Technical Education Center supplies the
tourist industry with ample trained personnel by offering an extensive curriculum in retailing, hotel-restaurant management, secretarial science, and
administrative technology. Many of these courses are designed with special
emphasis on hotel operations to meet local needs.
A Chamber of Commerce survey of Myrtle Beach businessmen in
December, 1974, indicated an average increase in volume of business over
1973 of 10%. The largest increases were registered in the motel and retail
trade industries while real estate establishments generally reported a sharp
decline in activity.
Although the volume of business generally increased, operating costs
also increased, causing profits on most businesses to remain the same or only
slightly higher than in 1973.

17
Vacation Market Characteristics
Information provided by the South Carolina Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism Department and Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce is demonstrative of the size and character of the Myrtle Beach vacation market.
In 1973, of the 9.3 million nonresident visitors that came to South
Carolina, 3 .4 million (3 .7%} went to Myrtle Beach. The South Carolina
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Department statistics indicate that in 1973
tourists spent $293. 1 mil lion at Myrtle Beach, over 500/o of the total 1973
tourist expenditures in South Carolina. The graph which follows illustrates
the growth in attendance at the Beach since 1962.
The summer -- family vacation -- season accounts for over 60% of
Myrtle Beach revenues. Convention business and golf packages extend the
season for the larger hotels, but the visitor demographics primarily reflect
the family vacationers.
The typical visitor to the grandstand is younger, less affluent, and
travels in a larger party than the Sea Pines guest. The median age of male
head-of-household at Sea Pines, according to the most recent Resort Guest
Tacking Report, is 40 years while at Myrtle Beach the median age is 34.

CITY-OF IVIYRTLE BEACH, S. C.
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Greater differences existing in the income distribution of the two graphs is
shown in the following table. The median income of Sea Pines vacation
households more than double that of Grand Strand vacationers. While the
majority of Sea Pines resort guests earned more than $25,000 annually, the
majority of Grand Strand vacationers earned between $10,000 and $20,000.

Income Distribution of Visitors - 1972
Grand Strand 1
Under 5,000
5,000 - 10,000
10,000 - 15,000
16,000 - 20,000
20,000 - 25,000
25,000 +
Average

2 .Sok
14.3%
35.0%
22.3%
12.7%
12.9%
$16,090

Sea Pines
Plantation2

1.0
6.0
9.0
13.0
71.0%
$32,760

Source: 1) Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism, 1973 South
Carolina Travel Survey (preliminary data).
2) Sidney Nolan, The Sea Pines Visitor, 1973.

The average traveling party size at Myrtle Beach in 1974 was 4.8
persons while at Sea Pines it was 3 .5 persons -- again, indicative of the
dependence at Myrtle Beach on the young family vacationers.
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The Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce 1974 Survey of Vacationers
additionally generated the following statistics for 1974 vacationers:
71% took their vacation in June, July, or August.
The average length of stay was 8 days.
The average party size was 4. 8 persons.
The average party spent $425 while in Myrtle Beach.
76% said they would return to Myrtle Beach.
55% had visited Myrtle Beach previously;
45% indicated it was their first trip.
800/o rated the beach the sing le most popular
attraction.
The success of Myrtle Beach in capturing the family vacation market
revolves around variety and a few simple concepts.
There are accommodations to fit every pocketbook from $4 up per
night. There are activities day and night for all ages, incomes, and
recreational interests. There are bargain basement to elegant restaurants.
But the most important drawing card is the ocean, and Myrtle Beach families
can have oceanfront accommodations in a campground, motel, beach cottage r-

21

or condominium. A recent Better Homes and Gardens survey concerning the
importance of family travel motivations indicated that educational experiences and opportunities to see and do new things are the strongest positive
motivations while cost and the problem of finding a destination for all
family members are the strongest deterrents to family travel.
Myrtle Beach is responsive to these issues and provides
families with a vacation accommodation on the ocean with activities for all
members of the family at affordable rates. Additionally, the Grand Strand
area is closer to the major markets than Georgia or Florida destinations,
reducing the cost of transportation for its vacationers.

Promotion Techniques
Since the economy of the city of Myrtle Beach and Horry County is
dominated by the tourist industry, substantial amounts of public funds are
expended to promote and support Myrtle Beach tourism. The Chamber of
Commerce, for example, has over 1,300 establishments in its membership.
Its primary function is to promote tourism in the area. The president of the
Chamber of Commerce and two public relations men are continually on the
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road soliciting convention and vacation business. Additionally, the Horry
County Development, Planning, and Tourism Commission conducts surveys
for the area, lends personnel support to the Chamber, and contributes significant funds to the Chamber for promotion of the Grand Strand.
Interviews of officials of these two organizations supplied interesting
illustrations of their contributions to the promotion of the Beach. In the offseason, the Chamber of Commerce and the Development Commission organize
bus or car caravan promotion trips to various parts of the country. Chamber
officials and local hotel, golf, restaurant operators pack into a chartered
bus and spend a week to ten days on the road, visiting a specific area.
Typically, they will visit a small city cir town (some 1,600 to 30,000 population) for an hour or so, visit the local Chamber, mayor or other dignitaries,
give away a few free vacations, shake some hands, hand out literature, get
a great deal of free publicity, and move on to the next town. In a major
metropolitan area, the local Chamber may throw a banquet in their honor.
Typically, the local Chamber includes individuals who are active in other
civic organizations and the soft-sell "informative" speeches about the Myrtle
Beach area are directed toward creating interest in Myrtle Beach as a
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convention site. Free vacations (good during the off-season) are given to a
select few, and these individuals receive very personal attention when they
arrive in Myrtle Beach. It is important to note that the cost of these promotion trips is absorbed by the individual businessmen themselves. The Chamber
only organizes the trips and incurs only the expenses of its own employees.
The businessmen in the party often put on skits in which they dress themselves
in a costume representative of their business -- a chief's hat, a golfer's
knickers, bikinis, etc. -- and stage a vaudeville-type routine to advertise
their establishments. The time and expense of these trips are compensated
for by the free publicity they generate.
The Horry County Development, Planning, and Tourism Commission
also paid for a 10-15 minute film clip of golf in the Grand Strand. The film
was distributed to local television stations in various market areas to be used
as a filler at the end of a movie or athletic event. The film cost the commission about $12,000 to make and will most likely be shown several times in
each area.
Additionally, the Chamber and Development Commission work very
closely with the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation, and
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Tourism. Although the Department cannot specifically promote Myrtle Beach,
its literature and exhibits at travel shown throughout the eastern United
States and Canada emphasize South Carolina as an alternative to Florida
and generate business for the Beach.
, Convention business is limitelprimarily to the driving market (the
closest jet access is Charleston). Last year, the convention center booked
between 140 and 150 conventions, each averaging from 60 to 480 delegates.
Although the volume of convention business is not particularly exciting,
{see following exhibit), it helps local hotels and restaurants extend the
season without incurring the cost of building the facility. The convention
center contains 20,000 square feet of floor space, 2,200-seat auditorium,
4 meeting rooms of 110-person capacity, and banquet facilities for 1,200
persons. The facility was built by the City for $1.0 million, half from
bond issue and half from federal funds. Its operating funds come from the
municipal budget, and it serves as a community center for musical and
theatrical performances as well.
Chamber and Development Commission officials feel the lack of jet
service to the Grand Strand area is the biggest single obstacle to the

25
convention business. Efforts are now being made to make the Myrtle Beach
Air Force Base accessible to commercial jets.
MYRTLE BEACH CONVENTION CENTER
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Hotels
The Myrtle Beach and Grand Strand area has approximately 35,000
hotel rooms, most of which are located directly on the ocean. Nearly all of
the oceanfront hotels are single-loaded and parallel to the ocean with an open
corridor to the street side of the hotel. The rooms have a direct view of
the ocean and a private balcony. Most have a swimming pool between the
ocean and the hotel. The City zoning ordinances require a parking space
for each unit and many of the larger hotels have purchased land across the
street for additional parking spaces. About half of the rooms are efficiencies.
The hotel strip contains two basic types of establishments: 1) older
(10-15 years old) and family-operated establishments, and 2) new absentee
investor-owned establishments. The older family-operated motels are
motels are generally four stories with six to ten units per floor. Most are
not well kept and look outdated next to their newly built competitors.
A motel of this type, the Sportsman Lodge, is four stories, six units
on each floor. It was bui It ten years ago and is operated by the owner and
his family.
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The owner mans the front desk, guides hunting and fishing trips, has
options for his guests to play golf at most of the local courses (but do not pay
the regular membership fees). Much of his business depends upon repeat business and overflow from the larger establishments. His guests are very
sensitive to price, and rate increases are held to 50~ to $1.00 a room per
year for that reason. His operating expenses, especially electricity, have
increased much faster than he is able to recover through increased rates.
Therefore, profits have not increased even though the volume of unit nights
has increased.
The Sportsman, unlike many of the family-operated hotels, is open
year-round. Many of the smaller and the nonoceanfront hotels close after
Labor Day and do not reopen until late March for Canadian-American Days.
The new hotels are typically ten to twelve stories high with a total of
l 50-200t uni ts. They are clean and modern in appearance and have very
little or no landscaping. In contrast to the small establishments, they remain
open year around by offering golf packages, meeting facilities, and convention
packages. Many do not have restaurants, and of those who do many are
closed for at least part of the year.
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The efficiency is a very important feature in appealing to the family

c
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market. Families can cut the cost of their vacation by preparing at least
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two meals a day in their unit. Most of the hotels have a combination of
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500/o efficiencies and 500/o rooms.
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The charts which follow illustrate the rate structure and various
packages offered by Myrtle Beach hotels.
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Selected Myrtle Beach Hotels - Daily Rates
Double Occupancy - Summer Season
Hotel

-

Atlantic Landmark*
Bahama
Bar Harbor*
Beach House*
Blue Bay*
Breakers*
Cabana Terrace*
Capital Motel
Captains Quarters*
Caravel le*
Caribbean*
Carnival*
Cherokee*
Crepe Myrtle
First Mate
Golden Sands*
Green's Court
Harmony House*
Haywood
Holiday Inn*
Holiday Sands*
Jamaican Motor Inn*
Landmark*
Montego Inn*
Ocean Dunes*
· Pan American*
Ramada*
St. John's Inn
Schooner Motor*
Swamp Fox*
Wayward Wind
Yachtsman
*Oceanfront

No.Units

Restaurant

Rates

--

Affi Ii at ion

350
24
55
71
14
144
164
34
100
100

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

$33-52
16-28
32-40
36-40
18-30
36-50
31-35
14-30
37-40
30-44
32-44
27-32
18-38
18-38
22-26
30-38
12-22
20-30
16-24
32-50
26-36
26-40
32-52
28-66
35-38
34-50
35-46
15-26
33-35
29-33
22-34
35-52

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

80

40
126
20
28
41
18
36
28
87
62
100
345
145
150
85
155
100
128
179
72
200
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Recreation/Activities
Myrtle Beach provides an abundance of recreational and leisure
activities for people of all ages, incomes, and interests.
2oo+ restaurants
28 championship golf courses
10 fishing piers
50 miles of public beach
pools
tennis
boating
plantation tours
putt-putt golf
8 amusement parks
arcades
dancing at the pavilion
helicopter rides
gardens
shopping
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drag racing
horseback riding
rodeo
museums
Each year the Beach features several major festivals. The major 1974
festivals included the following:
George Washington Days
Canadian-American Days
Plantation & Garden Season
Grand Strand Fishing Rodeo
Sun Fun Festival
U. S .C. Summer Theater
Grand Strand Holiday Fiesta

Feb. 14-18
March 16-24
March 16-Easter
Easter-June 5
June 6-9
June 22-Aug. 10
Nov. 22-Dec. 31

Canadian-American Days are promoted primarily by travel agents in
Canada. They are held concurrently with the spring recess of Canadian public
schools. A Chamber of Commerce delegation spends two to three weeks every
year in Toronto and Montreal promoting Myrtle Beach as a good alternative
to Florida. Most of the hotels were booked solid for that week by the first
· of February. Some charter flights fly Canadians in for the week, but the
majority come by automobile. (Many drive through, nonstop, for more than
twenty hours.)

I

1972 - Daily Rate Use of Grand Strand Overnight Accommodations

.
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I

Myrtle Beach is also successful in tapping another segment of the
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stressed the importance of this particular segment of the Beach's vacation
market. In order to keep the students coming back, year after year, a somewhat liberal attitude toward security has been adopted, especially during the
spring break flood of teenagers and college students. For example, a blanket
$25 fine is levied to be released from jail, no matter what the charge. During
the summer season, an emphasis is placed on balance in security, strict enough
to suit parents with small children and lenient enough for college/teenager

tr

trade. The amusement parks, arcades, and the Pavilion are important features

t

for this group.
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overnight accommodations, can be seen in the graph shown.
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of the Horry County Planning, Development, and Tourism Commission
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Golf
Spring - March 15 to May 30
Summer - June 1 to September 15
Fall - September - November 15

There are 28 championship golf courses in the Grand Strand area. They
are open year around and generally well maintained. Most of the courses

Figure 4.
have commercial motel memberships which entitle the guests staying in that
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motel to the privilege of playing the courses at a reduced greens fee. Most
motels feature golf packages from Labor Day until June in order to extend
their season. Greens fees range from $6 .60 to $15 .00 and electric carts
, range from $8.30 to $10.00. The growth in the Grand Strand golf business,
as measured by paid rounds of golf, is ii lustrated in the following exhibit.
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THREE-YEAR COMPARISON - MAJOR ADVERTISING EXPENSES

1972-1973

Items of Expenditure

1973-1974

$ 31,000.00

Postage

Estimated
1974-1975

$ 37,000.00

$ 43,000.00

Accommodations Guide

(120M)

29,000.00

(90M)

33,000.00

(lOOM)

36,000.00

Tee-Ups

(lOOM)

6,500.00

(lOOM)

8,200.00

(200M)

13,000.00

Golf Movie

6,500.00
17,500.00

Golf Advertising

21,000.00

25,500.00

Grand Strand Movie

8,500.00
2,500.00

4, 100.00

6,000.00

15,000.00

17,500.00

24,715.00

Advertising - Outdoor

3,500.00

3,500.00

2,000.00

News & Photography

7,500.00

5,000.00

1,500.00

Convention Promotion
Advertising-Printed Media

Grand Strand Color Brochures
Advertising Co-ops

(lOOM)

3,000.00

(lOOM)

3,500.00

(200M)

6,064.00

$ n 5~-000. oo

6,500.00
$145,800.00

Tourist Inquiries

57,523

60,267

98,835

Cost per inquiry

$2.00

$2.43

$1.87

18, 100.00
$184,379.00

600k of all inquiries actually visit the area, spending $310 during an average stay of 5 days. This amounts to a cost of
approximately $3 .00 of local money to gain an expenditure of $310. U.S. Chamber estimates each dollar recycles six
times in the community, having an economic impact of $1860 for the $3 .00 expenditure. PRT surveys indicate that 72%
of the first-time visitors wil I return next year without inquiring.
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Charleston Air Force Base/Municipal Airport
A complete discussion of Charleston Air Force Base/Municipal Airport
is found in the text in Section I.

John's Island Airport
John's Island Airport is located some eight air miles southwest of downtown Charleston and thirteen air miles from Charleston Air Force Base/Municipal Airport on State Road 91 {River Road) and the Stono River. The 942acre tract of property is owned by Charleston County and is operated by
Charleston Aviation Authority. One fixed-base operator is located at the
airport.
The landing area consists of three runways, all 150' x 5,000' concrete
strips. The airfield was constructed during World War II, and the surface will
handle 30,000 pounds gross aircraft on single-wheel gear, and 50,000 pounds
gross aircraft on dual-wheel gear.
Building facilities consist of a concrete block office/lounge; one 8-unit
airplane shelter/ a wood hangar/ one 3-unit shelter; eight single-unit shelters;
and a mobile trailer. Both 80/87 and 100/130 octane fue I are available at

!JtDl'SO.N UNtVERSIIY llBJtM
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the airport. There is no lighting on the field at present. Fixed-based operator
utilizes unicorn radio for communication with aircraft. The airport has a
wind-T. About thirty aircraft were based there in 1973.

Myrtle Beach Market Study
Summary
1.

Favorable property tax rates and lack of restrictive zoning ordinances have encouraged the tremendous growth at Myrtle Beach
from 1970 to 1973 •

2.

In the last five years, the large hotels with outside money have
taken much of the business of the family-owned and operated
establishments.

3.

Myrtle Beach attracts an incredible number of summer family
vacationers -- nearly 40% of nonresident visitors to South
Carolina are destined for Myrtle Beach.

4.

The typical Myrtle Beach vacationer is younger, less affluent,
and travels in a larger party than the Sea Pines resort guest. The
median age of the head of household is 34, the median household
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income is $16,090, and the average party size is 4.8 persons.
5.

The beach is rated as -the single· most popular attraction. Myrtle
Beach vacationers can have oceanfront accommodations for rates
ranging from $7 to $300 a night.

6.

Public funds are used extensively to promote the area through
the Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce, Horry County Planning,
Development, and Tourism Commission, and the Myrtle Beach
Convention Center.

7.

Two major weaknesses in t~e Myrtle Beach program are no
commercial jet service to the area, and an obvious lack of
adequate tennis foci Ii ti es.

8.

Most of the hotels are built parallel to the ocean with rooms on
the ocean side only and open corridors on the street side. About
half of the rooms are efficiencies, which are considered an
important feature for the family market.

9.

Cottages and camping facilities are also in abundance and are
very popular. Campgrounds generally front onto the ocean and
provide a wide range of activities and facilities.
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10.

Excitement at the beach is created through a tremendous range of
day and nighttime attractions for persons of every age and interest.

11.

Golf is considered essential to the appeal of Myrtle Beach and
the extension of the season. The Grand Strand area has 28
championship courses.

12.

Canadian-American Days and Spring Fling Days are off-season
promotions which successfully attract thousands of Canadians and
college students/teenagers respectively, each year.
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CONVENTION HOTELS

A hotel facility is perhaps one of the most complex and intricate
types of building structures. It must satisfy many needs of many types of
users in an efficient and comfortable way. By definition, a convention hotel
is a very specialized structure dealing not only with the typical requirements
of a hotel facility, but also with the vast number of necessities needed in a
convention situation.
As far as the finances involved in the establishment of a convention
hotel are concerned, there have recently been many problems. Stephen
Brener of Hemsley-Spear, New York~ believes that there must be a halt to
the use of inflation to construct this building type. New financing means,
along with supportive tax measures, should be developed. Trammell Crow has
stated that the solution to this problem lies in persuading cities that they
need a new hotel, and convincing them that they should finance them with
municipal revenue bonds at a low rate of interest. Additionally, men owning land could be persuaded to put up the land as equity if a hotel is built
· there, resulting in a cost advantage.
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CASE STUDIES

The major conceptual issues in the design of a convention hotel are:
a) how to deal with the different types of hotel fTaffic, fulfilling the needs of
each type of user, while at the same time maintaining maximum efficiency for
execution of hotel services; and b) types of accommodation available to the
users in the case of hotel rooms and suites. The following two case studies
investigate general policies on these two subjects -- circulation and room
accommodation.

r
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Circulation
Perhaps the most crucial and complicated aspect of the design of a
convention hotel is the circulation pattern. Many types of people and
vehicle utilize a hotel at given times of day, and each must be directed
and channeled with a minimum amount of conflict and a maximum amount of
efficiency. The following case study investigates different types of traffic
flow and methods that several hotels used to direct that flow.
The outline below categorizes types of t.r affic found in convention
hotels:
1•

Pedestrian
A.

Conventioneers

B.

Every-day guests

C.

Employees
1o
2.
3.

Administrators
Service personnel
Commercial shopkeepers
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II.

Vehicular
A. Convention .guest vehicles
B.

Every-day guest vehicles

C.

Employee vehicles

D.

Service vehicles

E.

Specialized vehicles (tour buses, taxis, etc.)

Hyatt Regency - Houston
In Houston's Hyatt Regency, designed by Caudill, Rowlett, and Scott,

W./, ;~
\)l

_..,,,

there is a marked separation between pedestrian and vehicular traffic. As
can be seen from the ground floor plan, an auto entry drops off passengers
who are then directed toward the hotel and office structures. The auto
can then proceed out into city traffic or ramp down to a subgrade parking
garage. This function is accomplished within a defined space without outside interference. The service vehicles have a separate entrance that
eliminates any conflict of functions.

LOBBY LEVEL

......'£..._.

Figure 5.

On the interior, guests entering from both the auto entry and the
main street entry are focused toward the reception area by different means.
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The placement of lobby seating and the actual configuration of the building
channel pedestrians to the general service area which includes the desk,
elevators, administration offices, and restrooms. Auxiliary functions such
as bars, restaurants, newsstands, etc., are situated around the perimeter
6
of the space so as to minimize circulation conflicts.

Convention Hotel - Charleston, West Virginia
Architects: Morris Lapidus, Associates
This small proposed convention hotel is organized in such a way as to
make optimum use of circulation space with a minimum amount of traffic
STOR.

MAIN KIT.

. .
-·r·-

On the exterior, auto traffic has immediate access to all main

-.- - .-.5-TA-UR-A-NT-=Ha,.~-...._.,.
,. ..,·

entrances. There is a separation in vehicular traffic; everyday guests are
deposited at the main lobby entrance while conventioneers are dropped off
at a different specialized entrance. The parking facilities for these two
types. of guests are separated but linked. Service access is located in the rear
of the hotel, out of sight, and near internal service functions.
On the interior, each type of pedestrian traffic is segregated as much
as possible to avoid confusion and to aid in efficiency. From the main
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•

areas used by service personnel are centralized •

7

Phoenix of Atlanta Hotel

I

I

.

Architects: Morris Lapidus, Associates

ST.

Unlike the previous two case studies, the Phoenix Hotel segregates
its circulation by use of level changes. The upper level is for lobby traffic
only while the lower level is used for convention functions. Coat rooms
are located on a different hall from the major convention space, eliminating
chaotic confusion caused by convention registration. Dining facilities for

.,,,

•
I
~

convention guests are also located on the same floor adjacent to the bal Irooms and meeting rooms so that a minimum amount of traffic conflict results
when meetings and other functions let out at mealtimes. On still another
level, exhibition and service areas are provided in order that the hotel can
accommodate different functions simultaneously. Easy access from the convention level is provided in case the type of convention· ca lls for extensive
exhibit space.
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In the area of service functions,
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foci litate efficiency. For example, e ~vators that open both to service areas
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and corridors used for laundry are utili :ed. The tightest circulation patterns
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possible are employed because long dis ranees impede and slow service. All
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areas are designed so that service perso nnel never enter public areas.
Vehicular traffic is also segregat, ~d in the Phoenix. The oo ncept of
different levels for different types of u ers was also applied to parking and
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service facilities. Separate auto entr, inces are provided for employees,
8
convention guests, everyday guests, an d service personne I •
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Room Accommodations
Bedrooms/Bathrooms
The one factor which is most likely to determine whether a guest will
return to a given hotel is the bedroom/bathroom accommodations. Comfort,
quiet, service, and efficiency of the sleeping unit are important to a hotel's
reputation.
There are three basic relationships of bedroom units, according to
bathroom placement. They are as follows:
A. Arrangement with baths on external walls

J7~rwt

:::...

Positive

~

forms entry space/privacy
ease of venti lotion

Negative

~vw1

difficulty in servicing
B.

l7tartv1.

reduces amount of exterior exposure to bedroom

Arrangement with baths between bedrooms
Positive

good sound barrier

Negative

results in one internal, one external bath
elongates corridorvslows servicing
difficulty i~ servicing

]7~.rtfl
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C. Arrangement with baths on internal wall
Positive

ease of servicing
maximum external exposure to bedrooms

~Yf\1

9

good circulation/privacy
Figure 9.
Bedroom Layouts
Bedroom wings can be either a single- or double-loaded corridor.
Single corridors with bedrooms on one side only allow for natural light and
ventilation while reducing mechanical ventilation equipment to a minimum.
They are much more costly, however. A double-loaded corridor saves up to
10
20% in area and from 10-15% in the total cost of the entire bedroom wing.
Many standards determine the degree of luxury a hotel possesses. For
example, the number of rooms a chambermaid services: in luxury hotels, it
is usually six; in lower standard hotels, it is up to twenty. Length of corridors and frequency of vertical circulation elements are also important factors.
Recessing of rooms along a corridor eliminates to some degree the feeling of
monotony, just as manipulation of lighting elements and material also do.
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All furniture and equipment in a hotel room should be not only
comfortable and attractive, but sturdy and durable as well. Materials that
are easily cleaned should be used consistently.
Flexibility in room accommodation is of primary bed-concern,
especially in convention oriented hotels. A room that could be converted
easily into a small meeting or conference area is a great asset to any
convention hotel.
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Figure 10.
The above plan is from the Phoenix of Atlanta Hotel by Morris Lapidus,
Associates.
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Guidelines
The following section is an excerpt from Principles of Hotel Design,
which outlines elements and considerations crucial to successful hotel design.

Reception Area
Porte-cochere

Determine headroom; height may need to
accommodate buses.

Baggage hand Ii ng

Define guest and baggage routes and methods
of handling baggage -- special entrance or
baggage room. Consider mass arrivals of
baggage if hotel accepts tours. Establish
degree of mechanization, conveyors, etc.

Reception, number of
staff, .equipment

Establish exactly how guests will be received
and shown to rooms, and how they and their
accounts will be handled during a stay. Number
of staff required ••• receptionist, cashiers,
reservation clerks (may be remote), secretarial,
clerical staff.

Stationery, record store

Type of records kept and location of store.

Offices

Basically, there are three departments. There
will be some overlap, usually.

Front of house

Cashier, reception, reservation, housekeeper's _
department.

Back of house

Food and beverage, steward I s department,
mechanical.
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Control

Accountancy, etc.

Telephones ·
System Type

Manual (PMBX) or automatic (PABX). STD
cal ls may need to be metered from each room.

Telephone Type

Whether coin box or separately metered;
cubicles or hoods.

House Phones

Connected fo hotel switchboard for internal
use by guests.

Reception Lobby
Shops

· Number, Type,
and Position

Can vary from a full-scale shop to a small
kiosk, according to space available and
policy at hotel. Usually let as concessions;
detailed briefing may be given by conessionaire.
Eg., newspapers and books; boutique (souvenirs,
accessories, etc.), chemist, florist, chocolates, sweets, pastries, tobacco, fruit. Some
of these may be combined.

Size

Complete built-in shops or freestanding kiosks.

Access

Entrance from street and foyer, or from foyer
only.

Display

Windows in street as well as in foyer. Display
cases without sales facilities. Policy on
showing name of concessionaire.
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Times of Opening

In relation to after-closing display requirements and automatic vending machines.

Staff

Number in each shop; self-service.

Delivery of Goods To hotel delivery bay or separately,
through foyer, from street.
Storage

In shop only or bulk storage facilities elsewhere in hote 1•

Trave I Agents

Travel, theatre tickets, car hire. Closer
connection with hotel staff than shops. The
concessionaire will give detailed briefing.
Facilities required for display.

Hairdressers

Consider plumbing.

Bedrooms and Service
Bedrooms

Singles,
Doubles, Suites,
Dressing Rooms
Meeting Rooms

The trend is away from large, individually
designed and finished apartments toward
smaller rooms fitted with standard units of
furniture, which allow economics in both
capital outlay and space. Standards of
design must be high. The reputation of a
hotel depends largely on comfort and convenience of bedrooms.
Establish details of types and sizes required.
Proportion of single to double beds will be
decided by feasibility study. In all new hotels,
a bathroom and we unit adjoining the bedroom
. will always be provided.
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Studio Layout

Consider convertible bedrooms used as sitting
room (or for business meetings) during the day.

Furniture

Establish policy for built-in and loos.e furniture. Built-in, but not loose, furniture is
covered by grant in UK. Allow cost of buildingi n and attendance •

Cupboards

Establish guests' probable length of stay; this
may detennine size of cupboard.

Control panel

For communications, environmental control, etc':'

Internal
Environment

Discuss methods.

Entrance Door

Establish door number and key suiteing policy;
locking system (remote control by guest?), etc.

Wall Finishes

Discuss maintenance factor with operator.

Automatic
Dispenser

Liquor and refreshment dispenser can be provided in bedrooms; sales can be centrally
recorded.

Guest Bathrooms
Bath

Establish size -- 6 ft (1800 to 1900 mm) with
shower usually preferred.

Shower

Establish whether required.

Drip-dry rails or lines

Line can be on spool
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Service Rooms
Room service

Check whether there is to be full room
service (requiring central pantry), or partial
room service (usually requiring only floor
pantries). Establish also whether maids ore
to hove separate service rooms or shore, soy,
one large room per floor. Lift sizes ore related to room service trolleys.

Linen storage

Establish how many days' supply of linen is to
be stored (usually one/two days' supply in
each housemaid's cupboard).

Public Rooms
Lounge

To be revenue-earning the lounge must be port
of the bar or cater for special functions, eg
entertainment, business conventions. Establish
function of lounge: type and number of seats and
tables, motif or name (if any).

Bar lounge or bar

Establish whether bar also serves other rooms
(eg restaurant, banqueting rooms, room service),
number and type of seats (stools, etc.); type of
service, cash system (pay waiter, or at cash
desk); motif (if any). Public access?

Dining room/
restaurant/coffee shop

If catering is subcontracted kitchen, changing
rooms and so on must be separate from those
belonging to hotel.

Number and type
It should be possible to partition part of the
of seating division room off if it is less than half-full.
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Access

ls there to be separate pub Iic access?

Operation
Type service

Waiter or self-service.

Cash system

Pay waiter or pay at cash desk •

Tables

Modular tables, table clothes or mats.

Theme

Motif or names

Function Rooms
Service

External access for heavy equipment and
exhibition material (eg cars, boats) is very
important.

Ante-rooms

Liquor service if required.

Dance floor

Removable carpet.

Changing rooms for staff

Male and female temporary staff may both
serve at one function.

food and Iiquor
service system

To main rooms and ante-rooms.

Film projection

May require separate projector room if 16mm,
not if 8 mm.

Theme

Motif or names .
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Public Cloakrooms
and Lavatories
Attendants

For men's and women's lavatories, and for
cloakrooms if separate. Attendants I stores.

Cloakrooms

Women prefer generally to collect their coats
from within a cloakroom/lavatory, men from
outside.

Powder room for women
Shoe cleaning and
toiletries for men
Special Accommodation

Chauffeurs' or other staffrooms; day nurseries
(especially in resort hotels); sick bay (house
doctor or nurse); businessmen's secretari~I
foci Ii ti es or offices; gymnasium; turki sh or
sauna bath; cinema; simple meeting rooms;
press, interview, and lecture rooms; casino
and card games; changing rooms and cabanas
for swimming pools; night clubs; kosher kitchens and dining rooms; manager's flat; service
flats or suites; vip rooms; chapels or other religious facilities.

Service Rooms
Laundry, Linen

Is linen to be hired, or own linen? If own, is
it to be sent to laundry or laundered on
premises? Establish how many dayv supply of
clean linen needs to be stored (usually three
days); establish frequency of delivery.
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Control and issue

Linen rooms

Valet service

How is clean linen issued, and soiled linen
returned? Use of chutes I trolleys, lifts.
· Establish whether there is to be one on each
floor.
Pressing I sponging I and dry cleaning.

Kitchens
Specialist

Consult at early stage.

Extent of food
service

Banquets, bedrooms, staff, and so on -- this
wi II determine type of kitchen.

Wash-up system

eg Conveyor belt I refuse disposal.

Chef's office

Supervision •

Power

Gas or electricity.

Staff canteen
Food preparation
and cooking

Off main kitchen, or separate.

Dispensing method Consider vending machines.
Number of staff
Executive dining
room
Housekeeper

Determine whether this is required.

Function is to supervise guest bedrooms and
bedroom staff, linen, and so on.
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Accommodation

Is housekeeper to live in? Will there be any
assistants?

Staff changing
Type of staff

Kitchen, managerial, secretarial, etc.

Numbers per shift
Size of rooms
Lockers
Showers, lavatories, etc.
Engineering staff

Number of staff, their functions, and requirements.

Maintenance

Consider whether workshop required, eg separate
furniture shop.

Storage generally

Get full details of all storage requirements as
early as possible and beware of common tendency
to underestimate.

Supervision

Is all storage under supervision of storeman, or
are there separate stores for liquor, vegetables,
dry storage, crockery, meat, fish, dairy produce, and so on.

System of issue

Affects circulation in building

Timekeeper/security

Discuss supervision, security.
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Circulation
Corridors
Room numbering

Establish operator's system; tie up with telephone system and with elevator system.

Vending machines

Ice, mineral water, cigarettes.

Service yard/
loading bay
Staff entry
Stacking space

For crates, beer bottles etc., if required.

Parking and other
externa I areas
Number of cars
· to park

Covered parking; lock-up.

Attendant

Any charge for public use?

Flag poles

Diplomatic flags, conference flags, etc.

Signs

II luminated and non ii luminated.

Swimming pool

Consider public changing rooms.
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It is the intent of this project to prove the need for and the feasibility
of a convention center and hotel complex in the given framework of the
city of Charleston, South Carolina. A thorough study of first, the building
. types, and secondly, the city itself, yields an understanding of general
and specific needs, and a base upon which a design approach can be made.
From this initial concept, development of a realistic architectural proposal
in the context of Charleston may be implemented.
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INTRODUCTION

The city of Charleston is located between the points where the Ashley
and Cooper Rivers flow into the Atlantic Ocean. The natural geographical
configuration of the harbor has made Charleston a major port city since the
pre-Revolutionary times. The original city was located on the peninsula
between the two rivers; the modern city now covers 18.3 square miles,
including the peninsula and land west of the . Ashley.
Some basic data concerning the city and county of Charleston is
outlined as follows:
Climate

Average temperature - 65°
Percentage possible sunshine - 63 .00.k
Average rainfall - 52.1 inches

Geography

Charleston County - 939 square miles
91 miles coastline
City of Charleston - 18. 3 square miles
Land is flat coastal plane

Population

Charleston County ·- 259,300 (1973)
Households - 75,600 (1973)
Urban Population - 202,654 (1970)
City of Charleston - 67, 100 (1973)

Education (county) 80 public schools
55, 910 students
24: 1 teacher/student ratio
40 private schools

64
{city)

Colleges:
The Citadel (3,050 students)
Medical University (2, 020 students)
College of Charleston (4, 562 students)
Baptist College (2, 000 students)

The Charleston area has developed into an important medical center. The
following institutions constitute the New Southern Medical Center:
Medical University Hospital

480 beds

Roper Hospital

420 beds

VA Hospital

431 beds

Baker Memorial

51 beds

Charleston County Hospital

172 beds

McClennan-Banks Memorial

31 beds

6th Naval District Hospital

500 beds

Retarded Children's Hospital
Three convalescent homes
Crippled Children's Rehabilitation Center
Charleston is a progressive, growing city which is unique in its historical
background and natural amenities. The following sections attempt to give a
broad brush description of the city as it exists today.
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The city of Charleston is unique in its rich historical heritage. It is

HISTORY

the careful preservation and restoration of the old city and its elements that
have resulted in the charm and character prevalent there, making Charleston
one of the country's most attractive cities.
Charleston was founded by a group of noblemen who were ceded the
land that now encompasses North and South Carolina and Georgia, by King
Charles. The city, when established in the 1670's, was named in honor of

~~ijJfi~~~-!j King Charles of England.
Charleston soon became a strong, growing town through trade centering
around its excellent harbor facilities. She became a city-state that dominoted the infant colonies through an era of rule by the eight Lords Proprietor
~

into a return to the status of a Royal Colony under the King himself, and then

11
into the holocaust of rebellion against the might of Great Britain.
Charleston played a major role in the American Revolution when, in
1776, the Charleston Sons of Liberty expelled the last royal governor, Lord
~lL,

Wi Iii am Campbell. Nine months later, she defeated a British fleet and army
---.
_..._.._...,,...__,,
~

----~~

that attacked the harbor while delegates to the Continental Congress at Philo-

~

~::::.

delphia were sti II debating the issue of separation from the mother country.
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It was that news of Charleston 1s victory over the British that reached the
Congress in July of 1776 that sp.urred delegates into deciding that Britain
•
12
could be beaten, and a new nation could be founded.
From the Revolutionary days and onward, Charleston 1s growth was
unprecedented. As a major port and rail center, it became the commercial
hub of the south and the exportation point for timber, indigo, rice, and
later, cotton. The prosperity Charleston enjoyed during those early years
resulted in a leisurely society with leisure-oriented facilities and businesses.
It was in Charleston that South Carolina 1s decision to secede from the
United States was made, resulting in the firing of the first shot of the Civil
War on April 12, 1861, from Fort Sumter. The four years of fighting which
followed shattered the area 1s economy and ended in the defeat of the Confederate States and the reuniting of the Union. The abolishment of slave
labor destroyed the production of rice and badly damaged the cotton industry
so that 11 the pre-Civil War vitality was not to return in such measure for
13
a Imost a century. 11
Through the recovering years following the Civi I War, Charleston 1s
harbor remained her best asset. At the end of the 19th century, the United
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States Navy established its southern base at Charleston, so that by World
War I, facilities for military operations and shipbuilding existed, restoring
some of the city's former importance and prosperity.
From that point in time, Charleston's population and economy had
g'rown constantly along with development in social and cultural aspects, predominantly due to her location and port foci Ii ties.
Charleston was first in many areas of development throughout her
history, establishing many world-wide precedents and trends. A few of her
landmark accomplishments are listed as follows:
1736

Established first fire insurance

1773

First local Chamber of Commerce
First Museum society
First theater in America
First to preserve and protect historical bui Idings

1770

First municipal institution of higher learning

1826

First to attempt to construct a fireproof building

1830

First operating steam locomotive railway

1863

First submarine used in warfare
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It is the spirit of such historical accomplishments that
makes Charleston the progressive, charming, and potentially
great city she -is today. Fortunately, Charleston has maintained
a tremendous amount of her historical heritage, which makes
her one of the most attractive, colorful, and interesting cities
in the nation.
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The peninsula portion of the city of Charleston consists of 18.3 square

POPULATION

~

miles with a total population of 67, 100 people (1973). As can be seen from
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the adjacent chart, the current trend in the city is a general decrease in both

tan~

white and black population in the peninsula region with the suburbs showing
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Population increase has occurred only in the 60-and-up
age bracket.
Generally, the largest age group in the peninsula is the
24-and-under group.
The largest non-Negro group is 45 years of age and over.
There are relatively few non-Negro children compared
with the number of Negro children.
General population in the peninsula has declined from
1960 to 1970.

The reasons for this situation ore complex and varied. Transportation
problems, economic conditions, housing quality and availability, and fashion
are just a few of the concerns involved.
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Housing Characteristics
According to the United States Census, there were 14,745 households
located on the peninsula in 1970. Of these, only 46 percent were occupied
by what is considered conventional families, with a family head and spouse.
Twenty-three percent consisted of incomplete families where the head did not
have a spouse. The remaining 31 percent w~re classified as nonfamily house14
holds, where the heads were living alone or with unrelated people •
Charleston
County
Percent

So. Carolina
Percent

Household
Size

Peninsula
Percent
Number

One person
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6·persons+

4, 138
4,027
2, 104
1,516
1,005
1,955

28. 1
27.3
14.3
10.3
6.8
13.3

15.6
26.2
18.6
16.0
10.2
13.3

13.8
27.0
19.0
16.7
10.3
13. 1

14,745

100%

1000/o

1000/o

Total

Source: 1970 Census

Large households of six or more members are rare in the peninsula.
These usually are husband-wife fqmilies with the husband between the ages
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of 30 and 54. They are also more common among the Negro population. The
singl~person household is the mc;>st common on the peninsula.

Quality
The general quality of housing on the peninsula varies according to
neighborhoods. The 1970 Census reported 16,329 housing units designed for
year-around occupancy with 90.3 percent or 14,745 of those being actually

owner occupied, and 74. 1 percent renter occupied.

15

The following chart shows the distribution of owner occupied housing

~
:§ £ ~111 muu
_..-- llliillJiltlilllmIDIII
~ ~ units by value for the peninsula.
7

Peninsula
Value$

I

Less thm 5, 000
5,000 - 7,499
7,500 - 9,999
10, 000 - 14, 999
15,000 - 19,999
20, 000 - 24, 999
·25,000 - 34, 999
35,000 - 49, 999
50, 000 and over

Number

Percent

71
167
283
703
726
392
378
274
324

2. 1
5.0
8.5
21.2
21.9
11.8
11.4
8.3
9.8
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Therefore, the great majority of housing units on the peninsula are
valued at between $10,000 and $35,000.
The Preliminary Development Plan for the Peninsula predicts that the
general character of the household will change significantly, based on the
assumption that most new housing will be of higher density, multi-family
units.

11

The future population of the peninsula should be of a broad social

and economic composition and include significant numbers of small house16
holds with middle incomes. 11
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The transportation systems of Charleston can be categorized into two

TRANSPORTATION

areas: 1) those systems allowing access to the area -- external systems; and
2) those systems existing within the framework of the city -- internal systems.

External Systems
The city of Charleston is easily accessi.b le to state and national

.--c;=---..,..-...=====:;;a;;:;;:=aa---=====;=~ travelers and offers all

modes of transportation.

Highways
Major highways servicing the Charleston area include Interstate 26;
US 52, 17, 701, and 176. 1-26 terminates in the city and actually forms
the feeder link for other intersecting Interstates such as 1-95, 1-20, and

1-85.
Rail and Bus
Two main rail lines feed the city -- Seaboard and Southern -- with
passenger service provided by Amtrak with two passenger trains per day on its
east coast line. The passenger terminal is located in North Charleston from
where the Atlantic Greyhound and Trailways bus lines serve the Charleston
area from all major cities. General service is good.
Figure 12.
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Airlines
Airlines serving the Charleston airport include Eastern, Delta, National, .
Piedmont, and Southern. Direct and nondirect flights are available to most
other major cities.

The existing facilities are extremely unattractive and generate very
negative "first impressions" of the area. At present, an effort to improve the
airport facilities to meet expanding needs has resulted in a master plan for
the Charleston Air Force Base/Municipal Airport in conjunction with the
Federal Aviation Administration. The master plan will recommend compatible aeronautical and environmental solutions and suggest the manner of providing proper and adequate airport facilities for the community.
Initial implementation for the airport improvement was begun in November of 1974 when land for the new facilities was optioned. The Aviation
Authority is presently proceeding with the design and construction of the
new terminal and related facilities. Close cooperation between the policy
committee, the Highway Department design engineers, and the airport design
and management team has been maintained to insure efficient access to the
terminal.
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The State Aeronautics Commission has also funded a program for the
improvement of the John's Island Airport. New taxiways and access roads
have been provided within the facilities, therefore allowing easier access to
17
the area for more local air traffic.

Port
The Charleston port serves over one hundred steamship lines, connecting
with 150 major ports. It is a major departure/arrival point for many passenger
and luxury lines which cruise to all parts of the globe.

Charleston has proved easily accessible by every means of transportation and with planned improvements will become even more so.

Internal Systems
While getting to Charleston is relatively simple, internal transportation
within the city is more complex and presents problems of a serious nature.
Narrow streets, hemmed in by historical buildings, while extremely charming
present great difficulty to the motorist traveling within the city.
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Charleston Area Transportation Study (CHATS)
The CHATS plan proposes systems to allow for access and egress to the
peninsular portion of the city. Once in the peninsula, traffic problems multiply due to narrow local and collector streets, conflicting land uses (i.e., .
residential joining commercial), and one-way systems. Maintaining and preserving the historical character of old Charleston seems to be in direct conflict
with providing efficient and adequate automobile traffic systems. A solution in
which access to business, industrial, and residential districts is easily realized
with a minimum of conflict with existing land use areas and/or detrimental
effect on the general character of the city is necessary.
In 1965, the CHATS was established by federal, state, and local
officials in an attempt to solve Charleston area transportation problems. The
major goals of the plan are as follows:
l.

To provide sufficient facilities which weld the entire
area into a liveable and productive unit to meet
future demands for industry and commerce.

2.

To provide access to types of residences that people
w i II prefer in the decades ahead •

3.

To meet the demands for social and recreational as
we 11 as work and business trave I •

n
Developed in 1968, the plan was designed to meet and solve Charleston's transportation problems for the next twenty years. The proposal was
adopted, but due to public opposition and changing laws, few new roadways
have been constructed.
The actual implementation of the plan is undertaken by agencies
responsible for the different modes of transportation. Highway, airport,
and port improvements are handled by South Carolina State Highway Department, Charleston County Aviation Authority, and the State Ports Authority,
respectively.
The fol lowing map shows future proposals by the CHATS study.
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Taxi Service
At present, there are six taxi companies which serve adequately all
portions of the Charleston area.

Mass Transit
Charleston's mass transit system employs the use of buses only. In recent
years, there has been a downward trend in patronage of the transit offered by
South Carolina Electric and Gas Company.
A short Charleston Transit Operations and Marketing study was recently
prepared by a team of consultants. Their recommendations are as follows:
l•

A comprehensive marketing program to be carried out
by SCE&G, including widespread dissemination of
schedule and routing information and improving
consumer attitudes toward the transit systems.

2.

Rerouting of bus lines to more accurately reflect land
use changes.

3.

Rescheduling to more closely coordinate with working
hours.

4.

Construction of shelters with benches at bus stops.

5.

New bus routes from suburb.a n areas into the central
business district.

6.

The existing four-2one fare system to be simplified into
a two-zone system. 18
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The peninsula is faced with the problem of the automobile; its movement
in the form of visual intrusion, the divisive and disruptive effect of heavy
traffic flows, and increasing congestion, noise, and atmospheric pollution.
The Preliminary Development Plan for the Peninsular Portion of Charleston also sets down principles and guidelines for the improvement of the existing
transit system. They are as follows:
1.

Major roadway systems which serve to link the peninsula
with the balance of the region should include sufficient
right-of-way to accommodate the implementation of a
regional rapid transit system.

2.

Terminal facilities which serve to link peninsular and
regional mass transit systems should abut traffic generating
land uses.

3.

Residents, works, and visitors on the peninsula should be
encouraged to utilize mass transit facilities. Clearly
marked and attractively maintained bus-stop shelters
plus the distribution of route and schedule information
represent promotional efforts which should encourage
mass transit usage.

4.

Access to mass transit systems should be convenient within
all land use areas. In general, mass transit stops should be
within a five-minute walk of residences, and waiting times
shou Id not exceed twenty minutes ( 1, 000 to 1, 200 feet).

5.

A regional· transportation authority should be created to ·
provide regional transportation policies and services.

BL
A more efficient, attractive, and convenient transit system would
result if the stated principles are employed, therefore encouraging travel
to and within downtown by bus. Not only would this lessen the traffic
problems in the peninsula, but a commercial stimuli would be served for
downtown merchants.
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ECONOMY

Charleston's economy is constantly growing and changing, and not
often is it predictable. The city has undergone period ranging from
economical prosperity to acute depression. During recent decades, the
.•• region's economy suddenly began to operate
at a much higher level of activity than it had known
during this century. Employment, production, wages,
sales -- all of these combined to produce an economic
vitality which was uncharacteristic of the post-Civil
War history of this area. 19
At the present time, while Charleston's economy is considered
stable, it has felt the effects of recession and inflation, along with the
rest of the nation. A comprehensive study of Charleston's economical
structure in 1965 revealed that there was a dominance of the economy
by the defense sector,
sector,

and a

lack of growth in the manufacturing

concluding that the general outlook for expansion in the econo-

mic structure looks promising.
Shortly after the 1965 study was concluded, a sharp rise in manufacturing employment occurred, along with an increase in the number of government workers, resulting in an upswing in the economy.

20
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Industry
Since her founding, Charleston has basically been a distribution city
in the industrial areas of her economy; that is to say, goods which were
produced elsewhere were sent to Charleston and from there they were shipped
to other markets. From World War II up until the middle of the 1960's, there
was very little growth in the manufacturing sector of the city.

21

Manufacturing
In 1964, a Lockheed-Georgia plant was constructed in Charleston,
spurring a rapid growth in the economy. Shortly thereafter, several more
firms also located in the area, the great majority of them being of a similar
transportation equipment manufacturing nature.
The importance of this increase of activity in transportation equipment manufacture in the Charleston SMSA's
economy cannot be underestimated • In 1963, there were
approximately 322 ($4,347 each) persons earning $1.4
million, who were employed in the production of transportation equipment. By 1968, this had increased to
approximately 3, 150 persons to approximately 3, 150
persons over $22 mi 11 ion • 22
In the Charleston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA),
the growth in manufacturing resulted in a high "value added II per employee.
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In the ten years between 1958 and 1968, the value added per employee
to the Charleston area almost doubled, reaching $71 million. Also,
during the same time,

11

the value added per employee was raised
23
by $4,432, a growth of sixty percent. 11
•••
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Commercial
The general prosperity that Charleston experienced during the late
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1960's resulted in greatly expanded commercial activity. By 1967, retail
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sales in Charleston County had reached $350, 190,000, of which

[!'1'

i: ··
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$215,275,000 of that was spent in the city of Charleston itself.

This

11·1,

,,,

amount represented a doubling in sales in the period between 1958 and 1967.
Growth in sales occurred in all retail area with general merchandise
(department and variety stores) and automobile and auto part stores showing
the largest increases.

The increase in retai I activity affected other

areas of the economy, notably employment,

11
•••

but the gain in jobs

did not come close to equaling the sales increases .•• most employment
and sales increases took place in suburban stores, in North Charleston and
24
11
St. Andrews. ~
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Presently, due to the tremendous growth in commercial areas in the
suburbs, downtown Charleston is experiencing a situation typical of many
cities today. Consumers utilize the closer, more convenient, one-stop
suburban shopping centers rather than the old established downtown stores.
Traffic and parking problems, high land cost and rentals, all encourage
and/or force downtown merchants to relocate or go out of business. The
King Street commercial area is the primary shopping district on the peninsula.
High walled and tightly defined, this is a visually and
emotionally stimulating corridor of mercantile activity.
All is not well, however, for many of the older buildings
on King Street have been inadequately maintained over the
years. Peeling paint, rotted trim, and cracked masonry
walls are jarring to the eye. The day when a King Street
address was enough to <Jssure a successful business venture
is gone. "Close of Business" sales in downtown stores
indicate that competition from outlying shopping centers
must be reckoned with. Meeting Street's famous 11 cast iron 11
district is in an even sadder state of disrepair. 25
Moves to revitalize the downtown shopping areas by local merchants
for the United States' Bicentennial Year have been made in recent months
in preparation for a hopefully expanded tourist trade. Gradually, the
central business district has come to rely more and more on tourist shoppers •

.. , ..
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A major upgrading along with a large increase in tourist patronage is
needed, however, to restore economic life to the central city.

Port
Charleston's economic structure has always been centered around its
port. From the colonial period until the Civil War, Charleston was one of
the most active and important parts in the United States. After the War,
a complete restructuring of the economy relegated Charleston's port to a
lower rank of importance among others in the nation.
World Wars I and II restored much activity to the port, from a
military productions standpoint.
Basic components of the port facilities are as follows:
1.

Those operated and controlled by the South Carolina
Ports Authority.

2.

Those owned by private corporations for their own
limited use.

3.

Those operated by the Federal government.

The port services mostly South Carolina, but goods also pass through
destined for North Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee. Ships from all over

...,,
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the world dock at C~CJr~~!~n, destined for such major areas as the United
Kingdom, Scandinavia, northwestern Europe, the Far East, Australia and
New Zealand, the Mediterranean and Caribbean, Central America and
North Latin America, the Persian Gulf, India, and Pakistan.
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AMENITIES

Hi stori ca I Interests
Charleston's rich historical heritage makes it one of the nation's
most charming, colorful, and exciting cities. The evolution of American
architecture from the founding of the Un!On . through the Civil War days
and up to the present time can be traced in a panoramic view of Charleston. The innumerable historical houses and buildings of the old city
blend together to create a leisurely, elegant, and unique atmosphere unsurpassed anywhere else in this country.
To attempt to name all of the historically important elements of
Charleston here would be virtually impossible. Some of the more outstanding elements on the peninsula which attract thousands of visitors each year
are located on the map which is shown. on the following page.
In addition to those places of historical interest on the peninsula, the
surrounding low country possesses many historical landmarks. A few of those

Charles Towne Landing - S.C. 171. Tricentennial Park.
The 1670 landing site includes lush gardens and
lagoons, reception center, pavilion, and animal
forest.
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Boone Hall Plantation - North on U.S. 17, seven miles
from Charleston. Plantation house, slave cabins,
and famous Avenue of Oaks.
Fort Sumter (Charleston Harbor). Historic island fortress
where the War Between the States began in 1861.

. JOSEPH MANIGAULT
HOUSE c. 1790-1803

Fort Moultrie (Sullivan's Island). Now a national monument,
the fort occupies the old Fort Sullivan site where the
first decisive battle of the Revolution was fought.
Angel Oak - S.C. Hwy 700 (John's Island). The circumferences of this old tree measure some 23 feet, and its
branches shelter over an acre of land.
Shem Creek - U.S. Hwy 17 north (Mt. Pleasant). The hub
of shrimp industry in the low country. Nearby is the
quaint little town of Mt. Pleasant, founded in 1837.
Tours through the old city and to the plantations and forts are offered
year around. Visitors may tour by bus, auto, bicycle, horse-drawn carriage,
or on foot. In addition to boat tours to Fort Sumter, tours of the harbor are
offered. All boat tours depart from the municipal marina.

HEYWARDWASHINGTON HOUSE
built c. 1770

The historical amenities of Charleston are many and varied and constitute a tremendous potential market for expanded tourism. Measure are now
being taken, during the United States Bicentennial Year, to exploit that
potential, and many of the old buildings are being restored and upgraded
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Cultural Fae iii ti es
Charleston's local cultural facilities are varied and abundant.
Besides the city's rich historical background, there are associations and
societies dealing with all of the arts.
The Charleston Municipal Auditorium, located at

n

Calhoun Street,

contains modem facilities to accommodate many types of cultural offerings. It features a 14,000-square foot exhibition space and an auditorium
that seats 2, 700 people. Located in front of the auditorium is the Visitor
Information Center, a restored post-Revolutionary building.
Organizations that often utilize the auditorium are:
The Charleston Civic Ballet
Footlight Players
Charleston Opera Company
Charleston Community Opera Company
Greater Charleston Symphony Orchestra Association
In addition to the auditorium, the historic Dockstreet Theater, the
first theater built in the United States, offers entertainment by a community
theater group.
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In the areas of historical heritage, Charleston has several active
organizations. The South Carolina Historic Society, and the Historic
Charleston Foundation and Preservation Society are instrumental in rehabilitating worthwhile areas and structures in the city such as the Nathaniel
Russel House and the Edmondston-Alston House. The Foundation Society
also sponsors a program of lectures and study tours.
The Charleston Museum is the oldest museum in the western hemisphere.
Its branches include the historic Heyward-Washington House, the Joseph
Manigault House, and the Hunley Museum.
For the art lover, there is located in Charleston the Gibbs Memorial
THE CHARLESTON MUSEUM
121 Rutledge Avenue (corner of Calhoun)

Art Gallery at 135 Meeting Street. Its displays include outstanding collections of South Carolina art, an excellent group of portraits relating to the
state's history, and one of the finest collections of miniatures in America.
At present, a state-wide competition is being held for the design of a
new natural history museum for Charleston in an effort to expand and upgrade
the cultural facilities of the city.
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Recreation
The Charleston area has ideal natural recreational facilities that offer
every type of activity desirable. There is tremendous opportunity for
development and great economic potential· for the city in the areas of
recreational entertainment.

Beaches
Charleston's beaches offer opportunity for a wide variation of activities.
They range from secluded, quiet, sandy stretches to highly populated amusement centers. There are four major beaches, easily accessible from the
peninsula:
Folly Beach - located ten miles west of Charleston across the
Ashley River. It is a popular oceanfront playground
with a boardwalk, an amusement park, pier fishing
facilities, picnic grounds, and bathhouses.
Isle of Palms - located fourteen miles east of the city along the
Inland Waterway. It possesses a seven-mile, white
sand beach with a 950-foot fishing pier, picnic parks,

I

camping facilities~ and amusement centers.
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Sullivan's Island - eleven miles from the peninsula across the
Cooper River. In additio".., to 'historic Fort Moultrie,
the most powerful lighthouse in the western hemisphere is located on this land.
Edisto Beach - forty miles from Charleston on U.S. 17 South. It
has excellent facilities for fishing, camping, and
picnicking in addition to a family beach and sites
of historical interest.

Gardens
Charleston's gardens are among the oldest and most beautiful in the
country. Many being the lands of large plantations, they are presently open
to the public and constitute one of the strongest tourist attractions of the area.
Cypress Gardens - located twenty-seven miles north of the city.
Much of the garden was developed from an 18th
century rice field reservoir.
Magnolia Gardens - twelve miles northwest of Charleston and contains the most complete collection of azaleas in the
world.
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Middleton Place - an old plantation which possesses the oldest
formal landscaped gardens in America.
Charlestowne Landing - an exposition center with a natural

.
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zoological garden and historical ship landing,
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founded in 1670.
Hampton Park - located on the peninsula adjacent to The Citadel

'·

and possesses a zoo and azalea gardens.

~~~ii£:~'£~~:~:,· ·

White Point Gardens - located at the tip of the peninsula.

-Waterfront
The peninsula city is surrounded on three sides by water, allowing for a
maximum of water-related activities. The lntercoastal Waterway brings
~

many yachts to the city, increasing the tourist income to Charleston. The
Charleston Yacht Club is located on the Ashley side of the peninsula, and
only a

lack of dock space prevents the yacht basin from capitalizing upon

its economic potential.
Many cruise ships dock at the waterfront. A dozen or so cruises to
Bermuda, the Bahamas, or the Caribbean leave from this point each year.
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In addition to the yacht facilities, the marinas offer sailing and waterskiing and other water-related activities.
Among the many amenities located along the waterfront and viewed
from there are the White Point Gardens and the Battery Wall; Fort Sumter
Condominiums; the Masonic Temple; naval shipyard; S. C. Ports Authorities Facilities; Fort Sumter; Fort Moultrie; Charlestowne Landing; and
Patriots Point.
Many tours along the waterfront and to Fort Sumter are offered for
tourists, and they depart from the Battery.

Sport Fishing
The waters off Charleston are abundant in game fish. Every type of
fishing is possible -- from pier and surf fishing to boat and deep-sea
fishing. Charter fishing trips for deep-sea fishing are available all year.
Present facilities are adequate and do not realize their full economic
potential:

Boats are small, and operations remain a family rather than

commercial enterprise. In addition, there is a great need for more and
better facilities -- docks, piers, artificial reefs, and the like -- as well
as larger boats, all of which would strengthen this aspect of tourist economy.
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Golf
Charleston has an abundance .of golf facilities, all within a short drive
of the city. There are six eighteen-hold courses within a radius of fifty
miles:
Municipal Golf Course - west of the Ashley.
King's Grant Country Club - Dorchester Road.
Seabrook Island Country Club - north of Charleston.
Shadowmoss - Highway 61.
Oristo - twenty minutes from the city.
Fripp Island Club - Fripp Island.
In the very near future, a second golf course on Seabrook Island is due
to be completed, and plans for several new courses on Kiowa Island are
underway.
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Dining and Entertainment
Charleston possesses numerous establishments which offer various
forms of dining and nightlife entertainment. The majority of the gourmet
dining of the city is located in the historical section of the peninsula. The
area around the Old Slave Market is a virtual center of excellent bars
and restaurants which offer seafood, Low Country, and continental cuisine.
Among these are the Harbor House, the Market Place, the Charleston
Ice House, Henry's, and the Colony House. There are also several supper
clubs which offer dining and dancing -,yith live entertainment. Among these
are the Embassy Supper Club and the Caballero Club.
Aside from nightlife activities, the Market Street region has also
developed into a major tourist oriented shopping district containing novelty,
antique, and specialty shops dealing in articles indigenous to the Charleston
area. The Market meets the current demands of the tourist clientele. With
a greater influx of tourists, however, more development, restoration, and
rejuvenation of the historical area would occur.
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The city of Charleston, as can be seen from the previous sections, has
a large number of weaknesses and problems in such areas as transportation,
, housing, employment, and economy. It does, conversely, possess great
potential not only for solving these problems but for development and
improvement in all areas. The key to a complete revitalization of the
city seems to be in increased tourism. Charleston offers every natural and
man-made amenity imaginable to entice visitors. With the influx of
tourist money, transportation systems could be improved, restoration in
historical sections could occur, the downtown shopping districts could be
revitalized, and the general economy would boom.
In conclusion, it is obvious that the city of Charleston is virtually untapped in many respects. It seems that she has only to learn to utilize and
capitalize on her vast riches in order to solve her basic problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Charleston, as seen in previous sections, has great potential as a
major tourist attraction. Her facilities for accommodating visitors are
inadequate, however, especially in the convention area. Thousands of
conventioneers are turned away each year, not only because of a general
shortage of downtol hotel accommodations but also due to the inability
for the existing meeting facilities to handle large numbers of people.
In the following section, an evaluation of existing facilities, convention traffic, and current proposals to increase these will be made.
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EXISTING FACILITIES

Hotels
There are relatively few hotels in the peninsula city, and guests
have to make arrangements far in advance for accommodations. These
hotels are located primarily in a strip which runs north-south down
Meeting Street. They are listed, with facilities, as follows:
Francis Marion Hotel - 385 King Street
275 rooms; coffee shop; restaurar:it; banquet service
Golden Eagle Motor Inn - 155 Meeting Street
121 rooms; pool; coffee shop
Heart of Charleston Motel - 200 Meeting Street
118 rooms; pool; coffee shop
Holiday Inn, Downtown - 125 Calhoun Street
122 rooms; pool; coffee shop; banquet facilities
King Charles Inn - 237 Meeting Street
91 rooms; pool; restaurant
Mills Hyatt House - Meeting and Queen Streets
237 rooms; pool; coffee shop; restaurant; banquet facilities
These hotels constitute a total of 964 rooms, or a maximum accommodation rate of l, 928 people. Since most conventions consist of a much larger
population, many conventionners have to be placed in hotels and motels
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in outlying areas of this city. This causes transportational and organizational problems, resulting in general inefficiency.

Charleston Municipal Auditorium
The major convention facility in the city is the municipal auditorium.
It is located on Calhoun Street in the center of the peninsula, and occupies an eleven-acre area. It is adaptable for conventions, conferences,
trade shows, cultural events, stage shows, etc. The facility seats 2,702
people, normally, and 1,300 in a banquet situation. It boasts a 11,200
square foot exhibit area and ten separate, but flexible, meeting rooms
which hold between thirty-three and one hundred and ten people.
While the auditorium is a modern, up-to-date facility, its capacity
greatly limits the size of conventions booked in Charleston. There is a
large convention market for the city which presently cannot be tapped
or satisfied.
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CONVENTION TRAFFIC

Growth
According to statistics compiled by the Travel and Conventions
Division of the Charleston Trident Chamber of Commerce, while visitors
expenditures have increased each year from 1970 through 1974, the
number of tourist, convention delegates, and business visitors peaked
in 1973 and substantially declined in 1974. The Chamber estimates that
the average convention delegate stays in Charleston for three days and
spends approximately $45.00 per day. In 1974, an estimated 28,000
delegates attended conventions in Charleston, accounting for expenditures
of $3. 9 mi Ilion. The PRT and Travel Council, however, have predicted
a 30% increase in tourists for 1976.

User Profile
Although the convention schedules recorded by the Chamber do not
include Holiday Inn business, an examination of the schedules for the last
six·quarters gives some insight into the type of organizations that have been
attracted to Charleston. Only about 5% of the conventions are international; 20% national; 30% regional; and 45% state. The largest single
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category of conventions in this time period was medical organizations.
This is not surprising as a new Southern Medical Center is developing in
Charleston. In addition to the Medical University of South Carolina
School of Dentistry, which is located in Charleston, new medical
facilities are being added year after year to the present medical complex
of over 2,200 beds in Charleston County. There are also considerable
numbers of historic groups and state organizations from Columbia. There
appears to be an absence of military and educational organizations
(other than medical) in the schedules. Charleston shou Id have strong
appeal for university groups, especially during the Bicentennial.
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PROPOSALS

Several city and county organizations have made in-depth studies
of the peninsula portion of Charleston -- her problems and her needs.
The following paragraphs ore excerpts from the Charleston Historical
Presentation Plan:
Coliseum-Convention Center. The eastern end of
Calhoun Street is designated as the site of a ColiseumConvention Center. The Center wou Id consist of the
existing municipal auditorium, a new coliseum, restaurants, hotels (including a "boatel 11 ) , a waterfront
park, and housing. The proposal also entails the redevelopment of the aged and unattractive Marsh Street
public housing project.
The possibility of building a coliseum has been discussed
in Charleston for several years. The eastern end of
Calhound Street has been recommended as the firstchoice site largely because of its proximity to the auditorium. This would allow joint use of parking facilities,
maintenance forces, and aggregation of markets for food
and lodging accommodations.

Figure 15.

As proposed, the Coliseum-Convention Center constitutes
a major redevelopment project requiring 6-8 years for
completion. A combination of public and private action
is needed. It is a worthwhile effort, however, in terms of
social and physical rewards. It would be a means of revitalizing a badly blighted, under-utilized sector of the
peninsula.
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SITE SELECTION

In keeping with the Historical Preservation plan's proposed land
use, a site for a convention hotel and coliseum was selected for this
project.
The vacant land opposite the Marsh Street Public Housing Project,
on Calhoun Street was designated as a Coliseum/Exhibition Hall site.
The Public Housing Project was proposed for residential redevelopment
and the vacant land at the very foot of Calhoun Street, on Concord
Street, was selected for a convention hotel.
Site Conditions
The hotel is categorized by the Historic Preservation plan under
several different indexes. They are listed with definitions as follows:
Preservation Index: Development. These are vacant lots
which can be developed without jeopardizing
architectural and historical preservation objectives.
Such development should be in harmony with the
surrounding area, however.
Height Restrictions: Height District W. The major objective in this area should be to prevent future construction from unduly blocking the view of the river. The
primary concern is the spacing of bui Idings rather than
the height of buildings. To avoid walling off the
waterfront, buildings should not be too close together.
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Site Description
The proposed site is approximately 3 .4 acres and is bordered by
Luden's Shipyards to the north; the Copper River to the east; Dockside
Condominiums to the south; and Concord Street and proposed coliseum
site to the west.
There is no vegetation and the land is virtually flat. A complete
site analysis may be seen in the visual presentation on Sheet 4.

\
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CONCLUSION

"Conrad Hilton, when asked to state the three most important factors
in a hotel's profitability, is reported to have replied, 'location, location,
and location. 111
'

The site selected is ideal for a convention hotel for many reasons.

It is far enough away from historical areas so that height considerations
will not cause detrimental scale relationships. Being located on the riverfront, it offers maximum opportunity for not only excellent views, but
the establishment of much needed water and marina activities. Since it
is located in an undeveloped and neglected region of the peninsula, the
construction of a hotel may be a catalyst to new and profitable development along the river. Also, the site offers the possibility of softening
and assimilating the adjacent nineteen-story condominiums into a more
compatible relationship with the city.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been concluded several times previously that Charleston
has great potential as a tourist attraction if she would launch a program
to tap her vast resources. The establishment of a convention hotel, along
with greatly expanded convention facilities would be one major way
in which this could be accomplished.
A careful study of the realistic feasibility of such a complex must
be made. The following section investigates different factors which
affect the social acceptance, potential benefits, and economic profitability
of a convention hotel complex in the city.
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As illustrated in Figure 16, world tourism has been on the rise for

TOURISM

the past several decades. With ease and economy of travel,such as it is,
more and more people are embarking on trips to distant points.
It is estimated that the city of Charleston attracts 1.2 million
visitors each year. The following article from Charleston magazine
expresses the opinions of Mr. Ben Boozer, executive director of the
Charleston County Park, Recreation, and Tourist Commission, on the
matter of tourism in Charleston:
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Time magazine ran a brief story on tourist analysis -rating the tourist. Time said that consulting firms across
the country are telling tourist towns and tourist states
what tourism is doing. For the first time, host cities are
becoming aware of the potential loss that accompanies
the alluring profit.
For example, 'the consulting firm of Arthur D. Little, Inc.
conducted a study for the state of Moine. The study rated
the social and environmental impact of various types of
tourists by measuring them on a scale of minus one (for
least damaging) to minus five for each of a dozen criteria,
and comparing the total with the vacationers' average
expenditure per tourist per day. Topping the list, in terms
of least environmental and social intrusion, are conventioneers
(minus 20) and business visitors (minus 24); the two classes of
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visitors also spent the most money (business, $25. 10
per tourist per day; conventioneers, $23. 80. At the
bottom of both scores are campers, with a minus 45
environmental-social rating and expenditures of only
$10.30 per day •••

CtJN\/
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Charleston is on the threshold of its first concerted effort
to attract tourists. The greatest single untapped source of
new visitors is the conventioneer, Boozer stresses. Convention goers seem to spend the most money and have the
least environmental impact. And there exists a strong
interest in choosing the city as a convention site, but due
to a lack of facilities, interests never materialized.
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A study done by the Travel and Conventions Division of
the Charleston Trident Chamber of Commerce shows last
year convention delegates spent $45 a day for a three-day
average stay, as compared to general tourists who averaged
$35 a day for l .5 days. In the business category, tourists
. averaged $25 per day •

~

To attract the convention tourist, Charleston must be prepared
to build the proper convention foci Ii ties -- auditoriums, halls,
hotels and other service centers.

i

There are a number of approaches that can be taken toward
construction without sacrificing Charleston's historic preservation, Boozer points out.
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Facilities built in the outlying areas could be tied in with a
transportation system such as the proposed ferry to Patriot's
Point, to downtown; and some types of new hotels and convention centers could be placed in certain parts of the peninsula --
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perhaps on a perimeter north of Calhoun Street. 'The
tourist is not going to Northwoods Mall. He goes downtown, 1 Boozer explains.
By marketing tourism as a viable industry, the city could
gain more than financial benefits, the director notes.
Tourism could generate the same tax revenue and employment
without some of the permanent effects of a manufacturing
industry. 'Selling clean air and water would provide us
with an added incentive to approach pollution problems.•
If we market a clean environment, we would have to try
to live up to it.•
From the social-environmental and economical viewpoints,
a planned approach to tourism is a giant step in the right
direction at developing the city's potential, Boozer emphasizes. After formulating the proper plan, it's time to
implement, he says. The time is ripe •
. Ideally, Mr. _Boozer feels that convention facilities should be
phased: 5% international; 200/o national; 300/o regional; and
45% state (majority from 8-9 southern states).
Tourism also attracts new residents. In 1974, 1, 172 people moved to
Charleston after visiting as a tourist. In 1975, 2,269 new residents were
established, indicating an increase of 94%.
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BENEFITS

Were a convention center to be built, the potential benefits to the
city of Charleston would be significant. The central commercial district
of the city is presently undergoing an economic crisis. The following

]

diagram illustrates how increased convention tourism due to expanded
convention facilities may remedy this crisis and rejuvenate the economy
of the old shopping district.
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ECONOMIC STUDY

In an attempt to determine the actual dollars and cents feasibility
of the construction of a convention hotel complex, the following study
was undertaken. It is based on several schematic assumptions in the areas
of size, occupancy rates, room rates, and construction costs.
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CHARLESTON CONVENTION COMPLEX
Financial

Project Description

A convention hotel complex consisting
of 600 rooms, three restaurants, complete
shopping foci Ii ties, meeting rooms, and a
grand ballroom, totaling approximately
500,000 square feet.

Assume: Occupancy rate

= 66%

Average room rate

= $32/day

Land Cost

@ $93/acre@ 3 .4 acres

Construction Cost

@ $45/square foot

Site Work

@ 5% construction cost

1,125,000

Furnishings

@ 15% construction cost

3,375,000

Total Development Cost

$

316,200
22,500,000

$27,316,200
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ANNUAL REVENUES

Room Sales
Average room rate = $32/day
' Average double-room rate =$40/day
Assuming 66% occupancy rate:
$32/day x 400 rooms x 365 days

$4,672,000

Assuming 40% double occupancy:
$8/day x 240 rooms x 365 days

700,800

Sales per Guest Day
Telephone
Minor operated departments and other
Store rentals

$1.09
2.96
1. 13

$5.18
400 rooms x 365 days x $5. 18

=

$756,280

Convention Facilities
Ballroom rental
Meeting room rental
Total

$155,000/year
10, 000/year
$l 65, 000/year
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Food and Beverage Sales
$14.56
7 .38

Sales per guest-day
Beverage
400 x 365 x

$21.14
Total

Sales other than guests
Food
Beverage

$3,086,440

$2,665,539
1,288,375
Total

Banquet sales
Total

$3, 953, 914
$780,000

$7,820,354

Total Food and Beverage Sales

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE

$5,372,800
756,280
165,000
7,820,354

Room Sales
Sales per guest day
Convention facilities
Food and beverage soles
Total

$14, 114,434
.
. .
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OPERATING EXPENSES
Payroll and Related Expenses (per occupied room/66% occupancy}
$1487
Room
134
Telephone
105
Minor operated deparhnents
Administration and general
553
190
Advertising and promotion
210
Heat, light, power
284
Repairs and maintenance
193
House laundry
400 rooms x
P1"56
Total $1,262,400

Rooms Department Expenses (per occupied room per day}
Laundry
$ .33
Linen
. 19
Guest and paper supplies
.22
All cleaning expenses
• 16
All other expenses
.43
400 rooms x 365 days x
1.33
Total
$194, 180
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Food and Beverage Expenses
Food cost
Beverage cost
Payroll and related expenses
Music and entertainment
Laundry
China, glassware, silver, linen
Cleaning and supplies
Paper supplies
Menus, printing, stationery
Kitchen fuel
Mi see Ilaneous
Total

860,239
391,018
2,940,453
156,407
148,586
117 ,305
54,742
39, 101
23,461
23,461
93,844
$4,Mif,ol7
$

Convention Facility Expenses
Total operating expenses

148,987

Undistributed Operating Expenses {per available room)
Administration and general
Advertising and genera I
Heat, light, power
Repairs and maintenance

$

511
258
341
216

600 rooms x $1, 326
Total
$795,600
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Comprehensive Liability Insurance

$1,000,000

Real Estate Taxes
.08 x 27,000,000 x 125/1000

275,000

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

$1,262,400
194, 180
4,848,617
148,987
795,600
1,000,000
270,000

Payroll and Related
Rooms Department
Food and Beverage
Convention Facilities
Undistributed
Insurance
Taxes
Total

$8,519,784

Total Annual Income
less Total Annual Operating Expenses

$14, 114,434
8,519,784

Total

$ 5,594,650

NET OPERATING INCOME

ASSUME
Long-term mortgage loan
@ 9% for 25 years/@ 75% total
development .cost (w 1-1/2 points)
Short-term construction loan for 2 years
@ l 00/o for value of mortgage loan

$20,487,000
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DEBT SERVICE
• 1007 x 20,487,000

$ 2,063,040

EQUITY
Development cost
Mortgage loan points@ 1-1/2
Construction term interest
Architect's fees
% 5% construction cost
@ 6% site work
Decorator@ 10% furnishings cost
Legal fees
TOTAL EQUITY REQUIRED

6,829,000
30,730
1,536,525
1, 125,000
67,500
337,500
30,000
$9,956,255

CASH FLOW
Net Operating Income
less Debt Service
Annual Cash Flow

$5,594,650
2,063,040
$3,531,610

{Cash Flow) $3,531,610 _
35 .47% before tax return on investment
{Equity) $9,956,255 -
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INTRODUCTION

The development of the concept of a convention center for
Charleston is two-fold. First, in the area of city context, a scheme
that would efficiently service all elements in the design study area
is needed. Problems such as conflicting land uses, transportation
access and egress, parking, and complex cohesiveness must be solved.
The actual project design concept in this proposed framework is
then developed and executed in specific architectural form.
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Transportation

PROPOSALS

Using the proposed CHATS transportation plan (Part 11, Charleston, p.78) as a basis for access to the city, an internal traffic system
· may be developed. Basic proposals for the design study area are listed
as follows:
1.

Development of Calhoun Street into a boulevard
from Marion Square east to the convention hotel
site at the junction of Concord Street.

2.

Exclusive access to the coliseum and hotel sites
from U • S. 17, 1-26 south on Concord Street.

3.

Restoration of the old rail station located on East
Bay into a passenger terminal with links to hotel
and coliseum.

4.

Proposed pedestrian links to existing auditorium and
proposed coliseum along Calhoun Street.

5.

Pedestrian access to key points in the area, such as
the new museum located at Meeting and Ann Streets,
and restored commercial areas along Calhoun Street.
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6.

Vehicular links to the historical district, auxiliary hotels,
and central .c ommercial district.

7.

Organized vehicular access to the outlying points of
interest, such as the beaches, gardens, and golf courses
(as described in Part 11, Amenities, p. 88).

8.

Water access to all boating activities and Grey Line
Harbor Tours from hote I site.

The above proposals may be seen graphically illustrated in the
Visual Presentation section, Sheets 2-4.

Marsh Street Public Housing Redevelopment
The existing public housing complex, located directly southwest of
the proposed hotel site, is substandard. In spite of the political and
sociological connotations of the redevelopment of this area, a positive
step must be taken to rejuvenate this residential sector.
The concept was developed to introduce a much higher standard of
residential living on this site with the construction of 135 low-rise townhouse units.
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The following program was developed and implemented in a sixthyear design semester by the author:
A.

B.

Design Criteria: Objectives
l.

Obtain a compatible density of residential units
on site.

2.

Provide modern, efficient units with an optimum
amount of variety while maintaining the historical
character of Charleston.

3.

Maintain appropriate amount of open space with
high security for both common recreational activities
and private individual ownership.

4.

Create positive relationships to surrounding structures.

Density: Existing
142 2-3-4 bedroom public housing units
Density= 14.2 units/acre
Proposed
135 1-2-3-4 bedroom units
66 2-level units
69 3-6-level units
Types: 48<'/o two-bedroom units
44% three-bedroom units
Solo studio and four-bedroom units
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C.

Square Footage:
Range of square footage per unit:
600-19()0
Studio 2-bedroom
1200-1800
3-bedroom
1800-2800
4-bedroom
2800-3200
(model unit= 1700 sq. ft.)

D.

sq~ ft.
sq. ft.

sq. ft.
sq • ft.

Construction: Types of construction
1.

Concrete block/brick load bearing and party walls

2.

Standard light wood frame construction

Exterior Finishes
Brick
Stucco
Wood siding
Roof: wood shakes
Interior Finishes
Walls: Gypsum board, brick, ceramic tile
Floors: Carpet, vinyl tile, wood, parquet, marble
Ceilings: Acoustically treated gyp, exposed structural
beams with wood decking
E.

Cost
Low-rise units - approximately $35/sq. ft. (site work included)
Range - Studio: $21, 000 - $35, 000
2-bedroom: $40,000 - $63,000
3-bedroom: $63,000 - $96,000
4-bedroom: $96,000 - $110,000
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Medium-rise: approximately $25/sq. ft.
69 units (average 2000 sq. ft)= $3,450,000
Total Development Cost= $7 ,686,000

Implementation
The following sheets are a portion of the visual presentation of the
architectural solution based on this program.
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In studying the needs of convention hotel facilities for Charleston,

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
many interviews and much research were conducted.
The following relationship diagram and building program are direct
results of that research.
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PUBLIC AND FRONT OF HOUSE FACILITIES

.

II

Capacity Foci Ii ties

SE=.:_

Users

Frequency

Activities

Lobby

public/admin.
service staff

constant

access to services,
renta I areas, etc.
lease, waiting,
eating, CirC • I
security

frequent

guest check in
and out; al I overcounter functions

2-6

counter, office
behind equipment
counter

separate for convention & guests
optional; direct
to lobby, front of
house facilities.

900

Be 11 stand be 11 captain
& boys

frequent

receiving, luggage
handling,service

1-2

bell stand/counter/
storage space

direct to lobby &
service elevator,
all front of house
facilities

100

Reservation
office

admi n/staff

frequent

handling of all
reservations

1-2

office equip/computer tie-in

direct to PBM,
check-in, front
of house foe •

200

PBX

admin/staff

constant

switchboard, intercorns, telecommunic.

computer, switchboard, telephones,
etc.

direct to interior
circulation

300

Cashier/ admin/staff
financing
office

frequent

financing/office
activities

office equip,vault

direct to check300
out, front of house
facilities

Front of guests/staff
the house

seating, lounging
p Ian ting, access
eating facilities,
info, elevators,
etc.

Relationships

~.ft.

direct from ext.
4000t
to all shops,rental,
offices,etc., elevators, indirect from
services, parking,
etc.

Check in/ r.egistrcition
out

1

1

-

1-3
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#

Space

Users
-

Manager's manager
office
& secretary

1-2 Assit.
asst. mngrs.
manager's
office

2

Capacity Foci Ii ties

Frequency

Activities

frequent

supervision,
admin.

1

frequent ,

assistance,

Relationships

Sq. Ft.

office equipment

direct to all
front of house
facilities, secs.

300

1-2

office equipment

direct to
manager, secs.

250

Sales
office

sales mngr

frequent

office, managerial

1-2

office equipment

direct to front
of house circulotion, secs.

150

Food &
bev.
office

controller

frequent

sales, managerial

1-2

office equipment

direct to front
of house circulotion, secs.

150

Auditor's auditor
office

frequent

auditing

1-2

office equipment

direct to front
of house circulat ion, secs.

150

Sec retarial

Sec/staff

frequent

typing, filing, etc.

8-12

desks, office
equipment

central to all
offices

Reception

host/hostess
guests

frequent

receiving, P.R.,
etc.

1-10

office & reception
foci Ii ties

direct to public
secs & front of
house

2-4

men: 1 toilet,
2 urinals, 2 lav.
women: 2 toilets,
2 lav.

direct assess from see
a 11 front of house codes
foci Ii ties

Restrooms staff
men
women

often

350
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#

Users

Frequency

Activities

staff

seldom

storage

Supply
-, room

staff

occasional storage of
supplies

Office

staff

often

additional office
activities, office
machinery, copying, ·etc.

Circulation

staff

frequent

traffic movement

guests,
public,
service

periodical

dining, banquets,
meeting, etc.

410
tables, all dining
people facilities, etc.
160
people

direct to kitchen 6, 150
lobby, bar/
2400
lounge

guests,
public,

constant
(24 hours)

dining, banquets,
meeting, etc.

tables, all dining
100
people foci lities, etc.

direct to kitchen
lobby/public
space

often

drinking, talking,
entertainment

100+
60

entertainment,
bar, seating, etc.

direct to one
1500+
restaurant,
lounge, & public
circulation &
service

frequent

waiting, reading,
leisure, etc.

20-60 seating, planting,
etc. , may be part
lobby

direct to lobby,
2000+
bar, rental areas

Space

1-3 Storage
room

1-2 Restaurant(s)

Coffee
shop

1-2 Cocktail guests,
lounge(s) public,
bar(s)
service

Lounge

guests

Capacity Foci lities

Relationships

Sq. ft.

storage shelves, etc.

easy access to
offices
copy machines,
office machines,
etc.

easy access to
al I offices

direct of all
areas

30% total

1500

143
#

Space

Users

Frequency

Activities

public
renter

often

sales, displays,
browsing, etc.

1-2

public
travel
agents

often

ticket sale,
tour organizetion, etc., car
renta I, etc.

1-4

Capacity Facilities

Relationships

Sq. ft.

storage, newstands,
mag . racks, shop
equipment

direct access
from lobby &
service

100+100 stor.

display, office
equip;, etc.,
adjoining office/
counters, etc.

direct from
lobby

150

typical for each
type/ plus office &
storage space for
each

direct access
from lobby/
service

Rental
1'

Newstand

1,-2 Travel
office(s)

15- Retail
renters, public
guests
20 shops
candy
novelty
souvenirs
clothes
boutiques
beauty sa Ion
hair stylist
drugs
florist
Circulat ion

often

sales, etc.

+
100 office
each
total
8,000
10,000

20% total
area

public,
guests,
service

Service/ renters
storage
staff

seldom

•

storage of
merchandise

direct from
shops, etc.
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CONVENTION FACILITIES
#

6

Space

Users

Fr~quencX_ Activities

Entrance
lobby &
circulation

public/quests

frequent

Grand
ballrm

public/guests/
service

Ballrm

Meeting
rms

Relationships

Sq. Ft.

orientation
unlimited seating, escalators,
access to conv.
information, exhibit
foci Iities, central
areas, etc.
lobby, view of
harbor

direct to all
conv. foe.,
direct to main
lobby, direct
to auto access,
parking

20,000 ft.

frequent

banquets, balls,
meetings, exhibits,
flexible for al I
conv. activities

seats flexible facilities,
2000 seating, tables,
banmeetings, etc.;
quet, partitions 3000 divisible into
meeting, 4 sections
4500
dance

direct to major
circulation,
service & mech

30, 000 ft.

public/guests/
service

frequent

banquets, balls,
meetings, exhibits,
flexible for all
conv. activities

seats
500
banquet
950
meetings/
1200
dance

flexible facilities
seatings, tables
meetings, etc.;
partitions divisible into 5
sections

direct to major
circulation,
service & mech

9000 ft.

public/guests
service

frequent

banquets, bal Is,
meetings, exhibits
flexible for all
conv. activities

total
1800

flexible into 12
different variations
of size

direct to major
circu lotion
service & mech

14,500

- - · - -- - - - - - - - - -

fapacity" Foci Ii ties

2

2

2
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#

Space

Users

Freq~ency

Activities

36

Storage
areas

service

periodical

Service
areas

service

Parking

Mech

Capacity Foci Ii ties

Relationships

Sq. Ft.

storage of tables, adequate oversize entrances
chairs, parti.:.
hangars, etc.
tions, all conv.
equip.

direct to all
conv. foci Ii ti es
& service

10% total
areas=
6250

frequent

back-up service
set-ups, banquet, etc.

direct to all
conv. focil.,
vertcirc.,
kitchens,
storage

20% total
= 12,500

conv. quests,
public

frequent

parking access
to conv. foe i I.

car. parking
access

direct to conv.
entrance, auto
entrance

63, 000 ft.

service

seldom

support mech to
conv. foci I.

adequate air intake, complete
mech, systems

direct to conv.
focil.

adequate heating ovens,
carts, all service
equip., etc.

160
cars

2
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BACK OF THE HOUSE SERVICES

#

2

Space

Users

Frequency

Activities

Capacity Faci Ii ties

Laundry

employees

frequent

sorting, handling

3 days
linen

Housekeeping
valet

employees

frequent

supply storage
clean linen stor.

Locker
rooms

employees

frequent
(in shifts)

showers,
clothes changing

Dining
room

employees

frequent to lunch line
light
(in shifts)

Security
office

timekeeper
watchman

constant

security guard
punch in-out

Secretary secretary
office

frequent

Personnel personnel
director

frequent

Relationships

Sq. Ft.

tab Ies/storage
chutes/lifts

direct to
housekeep.

2400

3 days
linen/
10 days
star.

storage shelves/
locked cabinets

direct to
laundry

2800

400
people

shower/washroom
lounge/dressing
250 lockers
150 lockers

adjacent to
1500
employee en2500
trance, employee
foci Ii ties

75
people

lunch line, tables
canteen foci Ii ti es
coke, cig. machines

close contact w/ 1200
kitchen, employee facilities

1-2

office equipment
time clock

direct to receiving docks &
employee entrance

200-300

typing, ass it. to
personnel, guard,
all employees

l

office equipment

direct to guard
personnel,
indirect to all
employees

100

office activities
employee payment

1-2

office equipment

direct to secretary, indirect
to employees

300
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#

Frequency

Activities

periodical

loading-unloading
stacking space

3-4

periodical

trash receiving
sor_ting, disposal
storage. garbage
holding for disposal

Switch
employees
receiving

periodical

Engineer's chief
engineer
office

Space

Users

1-2 Receiving servicemen
dock

Trash/
garbage

janitors
pick-up men

Capacity Facilities

Relationships

~q. Ft.

dock

direct to
receiving/
trash/guard

400

2-4

receiving chutes,
recepti ca Is
disposals,
i ncenerator

direct to docks,
kitchen, chutes
from floors receiving

900
trash 600
garbage 300

receiving supplies
sorting, di spera I,
disposal to dock

2-4

open stack space,
holding foci Ii ties

direct to dock
garbage room,
kitchen,
secretary

600

often

supervision, etc.

l

office equipment

direct to shop
200
indirect to mech,
ma int. shop,
trash

Engr.
shop

engineers

often

small repair, control

repair equipment
controls, etc.

direct to office
maintenance
shop

Maintenance
shop

engineer

often

maintenance,
repair, etc.

large equipment
storage, etc.

direct to service, 900
office, eng. shop,
mech., direct
subject to
access to ma int. type (1000)
shop, circ.

Kitchen

chef, waiters
cooks, service

frequent

food preparation

all kitchen equip.

direct to service 1/2 dining
circ., garbage,
receiving, steward
& chef's office, all
dining facilities
re frig. , storage

feed
2000

300
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#

Space

Users
-

Offices
chef
chef
steward steward
controller
food/
bev
controller

3

Frequency

Activities

frequent

supervision
assistance/purchasing, food/
bev. accounting,
control

Capacity Facilities
1
1
1

Relationships

Sq. Ft.

office equipment
office equipment
office equipment

direct to kitchen 200
& receiving,
200
direct to kit.,
300
food storage

Food/
bev.
stor.

controller
staff

often

storage

5 days
supply
food

all storage
equipment

direct to controller, kitchen,
re frig. , garbage

2000

Re frigeration

kitchen staff

periodic
(limited)

food/bev.
storage/cooling

4 days
supply

shelves

direct to each
other food/bev.
stor., kitchen

1000

General
storage

staff

seldom

equipment,
general storage

storage units

easily accessible 2000
to employee
facilities

Meeting/ staff
ballroom
storage

occasional

equipment
storage

open storage

direct to ballrm
meeting areas

Service
core

often

vert. trans./
access to all
floors

elevators, fire stairs,
service lifts & chutes

direct to all
central employees
circulation

constant

circulation

5 1 -6 11 (min)

direct to all
areas

employees

Circula- employees
tion space

service
carts,

.,

10% of
total sq. ft.
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ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS & SERVICE FACILITIES

#

Space

Users

Frequency

Activities

Capacity Facilities

Relationships

all bdrms w/recessed
entries w/5'x8' baths

~· Ft.

600

Bedrooms: guests

395

Double
double

guests, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

sleeping, dressing, TV, leisure,
bathing, eating

2-4

2 double beds, game
table w/charis, TV
chest, night stand,
closet, bathroom

direct to circulation,
exterior, indirect to vert.
circ. core,
option to adjoining rm(s)

330

110

Kings

guests, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

sleeping, dressing, TV, leisure,
bathing, eating

1-2

l king bed, game
table w/chairs,
2 nightstands, bath,
closet, TV, chest

direct to circulation~
exterior, indirect to vert.
circ. core,
option to adjoining rm(s)

300

40

Studio
doubles

guests, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

sleeping, dressing, TV, leisure,
bathing, eating

1-4

1 double bed, 1 sofa
bed, console desk,
coffee table, chest,
TV, bathrm, vanity/
dressing area, closet
chair

direct to circulation
exterior, indirect to vert.
circ, core.
option to adjoining rm(s)

300

30

Wall
beds

guests, maids,
servicemen
conventioneers

frequent
to constant

sleeping, dressleeps
sing, TV, leisure, 1-2
bathing, eating

l fold up double bed,
2 nightstands, 2
chairs w/table, TV,
desk, bath, vanity
w/closet

flexible meeting 300
rooms should be on
lower floors
closest to convention foci lities

approx.

------------------------------------------------------------

150

#

Space

Users

Frequency

Activities

Capacity Facilities

Relationships

~· Ft.

(Wall beds continued)

10

Deluxe
suites

guests, conventioneers, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

meetings, social
activities, dining

meeting:
2-15

conference table,
w/14 chairs, desk,
bath, vanity, closet

sleeping, dressing, bathing,
eating

sleeps
1-10

1 suite w/2 adjoining joining doors to
bdrms (1 king, 1 DD) adjacent rooms,
located on lower
suite: dining table
floors
(1-6), sofa bed,
3 desks, bar, bath
seating. bedrms,
typical

-----

meets
2-·12

5

Multipurpose
suites
junior
suite

meeting
room
2

Parlor
bedrms

1-6

guests, conventioneers, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

sleeping, etc.

guests, conventioneers, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

meetings, joint
& single, dining,
etc.

2-25

guests, conventioneers, maids,
servicemen

frequent
to constant

sleeping, lounge
social

sleeps
2
lounge
5

1320

2 double fold-up
joining doors to
660
beds, 1 sofa bed, bar adjacent rooms,
bath, dining table,
located on lower
seating, nighttable
floors
1 sofa, desk, bar,
bath, tables &
seating for 25
1 sofa bed, 2 end
tables, TV, chest/
2 chairs, coffee
table, bath, bar
closet, lav.

direct to circu300
lotion corridor,
exterior, indirect
to circulation core,
option opening to
adjacent rooms
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#

Space

3

Handi; capped

2
\

Users

Frequency

Activities

frequent
to constant

same as
double-double

1-4

DD

handicapped
guests, maids,
service

Handcapped
King

handicapped
guests, maids,
service

frequent
to constant

same as king

1-2

Capacity Facilities

Relationships

Sq. Ft.

· same as soubledouble w/special
provisions for
handicapped
(see codes)

direct to circu lat ion
corridor, exterior, indirect
to circulation
core, option
opening to adjacent rooms

300

same as king w/
special provisions
for handicapped
(see codes)

direct to circu lat ion
corridor, exterior, indirect
to circulation
core, option
opening to adjacent rooms

300

total

203,040
Service

1
per
floor

corridors

guests, service

constant

circulation for
guests & access
for room service

size:

recessed entries to
all rooms, lighting

direct to all
rooms, service
rooms & vert.
circulation core

5 1 -,,6 11 X
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#

Frequency

Activities

maids, service

often

linen & supply
2 + up
storage, sleeping,
dirty linen disposa I, pre pa rat ion

Public

guests

constant

vertical circulation to
all floors

12 people
or 2000
lbs.

direct to al I floors
from central lobby

Service/
freight

maids, service

constant

service, food,
supply, delivery
to all floors

rm . service, table
maid cart,
etc.
4x6 min.

direct to all
floors from
service areas

Firestairs

al I users

seldom

access to
exterior from
all floors

no. of
people
in
hotel

closed risers, fire
rated doors, etc.
(see codes)

direct from a 11
see
floors to exterior codes
of bldg.

guests

often

ice service
and buying
drinks, snacks

2-3
machines

ice machine, drink
& snack machines

direct to circulotion corridor,
in central locotion

Linen
per rooms
floor
(min)
I

Capacity Facilities

Sq. _i!__

Users

Space

2 .cots per 50 rms
3 days rm supplies
l maid cart per.
l baby crib per 50
rms linen chute

Relations~...!
direct to corridor
linen chutes direct
to laundry facility
indirect to service
elevators

Elevators

l
per
100
rms

per
200
rms

min
2
per

Canteen
per . area
· floor

24 min

100
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